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The Fall of America’s
Most Powerful Company?

G
eorge Gilder is probably the most
knowledgeable man in America
when it comes to the future of
technology – and its impact on our lives.

His ability to foresee new breakthroughs,
years in advance, can help you in business,
in life... and can even make you rich.
This is why the Publisher of Forbes calls
Gilder: The "Technology Prophet."
It's why the Founder of CNET (the most
widely read tech news source on the web)
says, "Gilder has been a real visionary."

If you own stock in Amazon,
Facebook, Google, Netflix,
Microsoft, or any of today’s big
tech companies, Gilder’s idea is

And now, George Gilder has published
one you must pay attention to.
a radical new prediction, about how
today's richest and most powerful technology companies are about to be
upended by a big new breakthrough that's already shaking up the system.
For investors, entrepreneurs, business people, students... in short, anyone
interested in what the world will soon look like, George Gilder's new
thesis is a must read.
You can read all about it here.
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INSIDE THIS ISSUE
he markets keep bouncing back...
unemployment is at record lows... but are
things really as rosy as they seem?

T

Value guru and analyst Dan Ferris has a
warning for investors riding the recent bull
market highs...

Fresh out of last month’s politics issue, we’re
looking at what comes next for the economy,
the presidency, personal liberties... and what
could – and will – go wrong.

Congressman Ron Paul rails against the
growing threat of government censorship...
while Pulitzer-Prize winner Josh Friedman
explains why “Fake News” is good for
journalism...

Whether it’s Recession 2019 or Biden 2020,
it’s beginning to feel like we’re only one
disaster away from the “good times” turning
bad... Are you prepared?
Editor in Chief P.J. O’Rourke starts us off by
looking at the death of Classical Liberalism
under the boot of post-Capitalist politics...
examines why balancing the “needs” of the
many with the “wants” of a few often results
in some really dumb ideas... and questions the
logic of Libertarian foreign policy with the
help of General Colin Powell.
Legendary short-seller Whitney Tilson cuts
through the smoke and mirrors of Tesla’s skyhigh valuations and chaotic earnings calls...
Best-selling author Bill Bonner speaks with
the “ghosts” of America’s economic past and
future, and shares their dire predictions...
Analyst and editor Bryan Beach sounds
the alarm on the parasites draining your
retirement...
The Cato Institute’s Ilya Shapiro turns
a critical eye on the politicization of the
Supreme Court of the United States of
America...
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And our resident anonymous Book Grump
reviews and rips the latest best-selling business
books...
It’s all in our newest issue of P.J. O’Rourke’s
American Consequences.
We’ve uploaded a PDF suitable for printing
to our archive page.
And tell us what you think at feedback@
americanconsequences.com.
Regards,
Steven Longenecker
Publisher, American Consequences

For five years, I stood
on the sidelines, closely
following the epic battle
between Tesla bulls and
bears. And then I saw it...
Whitney Tilson
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

GOODBYE TO
CLASSICAL LIBERALISM...

“It’s the
END OF THE
WORLD”
6
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E

From Editor in Chief

P.J. O’Rourke

P

eople are always saying this... especially
people my age. Marcus Tullius Cicero,
born in 106 B.C. and therefore even older
than I am, is famous for his declaration that
CLICK
the world was going to hell in a hand basket,
HERE
“O tempora! O mores!” (“Oh, what times! Oh, TO READ
THE WEB
what behavior!”)
The trouble is... sometimes Cicero and I are
right.

VERSION

Cicero, the greatest orator of the Roman
Republic, was denouncing the political
conspirator Catiline.
Catiline was a “reformer” who ran for the
Roman Consulship on a platform – this will
sound familiar – of increased benefits for
disadvantaged plebeians and tabulae novae
(“clean slates”) universal debt cancelation.
Then, when he lost the election, he tried to
overthrow the Roman government.
Catiline was the SPQR Bernie Sanders.
Except, as a social-justice warrior, Catiline
actually was a warrior and his army of
supporters really was armed – with swords
instead of bongs, hacky-sacks, and $5
campaign contributions.

“O tempora!
O mores!”
Oh, what times!
Oh, what behavior!
American Consequences
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Rome’s legions killed Catiline in 62 B.C.
But the Catiline Conspiracy was just one
episode in a long stretch of Roman political
polarization and vicious partisan in-fighting
that resulted, in 44 B.C., in Julius Caesar
being made dictator for life.
That didn’t last long... Caesar was assassinated
the next month. Nevertheless, Cicero was
right (and also dead in 43 B.C. by order of
Augustus, the next Caesar). After almost 500
years, that was the end of the world for the
Roman Republic.
And this is the end of the world for Classical
Liberalism.
Civil liberties. Free speech. Property rights.
Rule of Law. Representative democracy. Free
enterprise and free trade.
These are the ideas of Classical Liberalism.
Since 1776, the fortunate among us have
been living in places where those ideas were
embraced.
Yes, sometimes it’s been an awkward embrace.
We’ve watched Classical Liberalism get a
clumsy “Joe Biden hug” from advocates
for greater political interference in private
life. When it comes to Classical Liberalism,
“populists” want the Classical to be more pop,
and “liberals” want the Liberal to dispense
largess more liberally.
But the core ideas persisted, and they
produced excellent results.
In the middle of the last century, fascism was
defeated and its totalitarian sister ideology,
communism, was contained by Classical
Liberalism.
8
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“Liberty means free
and responsible
individuals.”
Free and responsible
individuals have a lot to do
– exercising their freedoms
and shouldering their
responsibilities.
Classical Liberals caused “Imperialism” to
be booed off the world stage – reduced to
making guest appearances in the prattle of
poli sci class academic phonies.
Classical Liberals changed “Colonialism” from
an international villainy into international
tourist destinations like the British Virgin
Islands.
In the 1980s, the tower of human misery
constructed by the communists fell on its
architects. Lenin, Stalin, Mao, and Pol Pot
joined Hitler, Mussolini, and Tojo in the
collapsed basement of Hell.
The personal freedoms embodied in Classical
Liberalism went a long way toward destroying
all the other theoretical justifications for
oppression such as segregation, apartheid, and
theocracy.
Given a chance, Classical Liberalism could
even banish prejudice and bigotry. Liberty
means free and responsible individuals.
Free and responsible individuals have a
lot to do – exercising their freedoms and

shouldering their responsibilities. No set of
principles, however noble, can prevent people
from detesting one another, but Classical
Liberalism can keep people otherwise
occupied and engaged.
An example from the 1960s: During the
height of the civil rights struggle, Atlanta’s
sort-of-but-not-really pro-integration
mayor, Ivan Allen, came up with a weaselword slogan to indicate that the local white
establishment, although not fully reconciled
to civil liberties and equality before the law,
was willing to – as it’s called these days –
move on: “Atlanta, a City Too Busy To Hate.”
We would hate – but we’re just so busy!
Under the aegis of Classical Liberalism, Earth
thrived. Global per capita GDP went, in
inflation-adjusted dollars, from $3,900 in
1950 to $17,300 in 2017. Thank you, civil
liberties, free speech, property rights, rule
of law, representative democracy, and free
enterprise and free trade.
As the tenets of Classical Liberalism spread,
the governmental practice of oppression
seemed to be fading.
In 1945, only the lucky few could be called
citizens of a free country.
Today, 39% of the world’s population
has political freedom, another 24% has
partial freedom, and 74% of the world’s
195 nations are at least free enough to give
Classical Liberalism a try.
So says Freedom House, the nonpartisan
advocacy organization for democracy, which
is so nonpartisan that it was founded in 1941

by defeated presidential candidate Wendell
Willkie and Eleanor Roosevelt. (Such, at one
time, were the powers of faith in Classical
Liberalism... Imagine, today, an advocacy
organization founded by Hillary Clinton and
Melania Trump).
Classical Liberalism has had a good run. Now
it’s about to get run over... by a bus full of
stupid “post-capitalist” political trends – the
new socialism, the new nationalism, the new
trade-war mercantilism, and the new social
media platforms that drive this bus. Vladimir
Putin, Xi Jinping, Donald Trump, and the
countless candidates running for the 2020
Democratic presidential nomination are all on
board. So are the Brexiteers and so, for that
matter, are the maniacally micro-regulating
bureaucrats of the EU that the Brexiteers
want to leave.
Wave goodbye to Classical Liberalism.
Or you could just wave at the camera you’re
facing on your phone or computer. Too late
to put a sticky note over it. Your civil liberties
are already gone, swiped left. Neither a click
falls on a keypad nor a finger taps a touch
screen without the Internet seeing.
You are a fly caught in the World Wide
Web. Classical Liberalism gets eaten by a
Surveillance State.
Civil liberties – and the free will needed to
exercise them – are impossible when someone
knows everything about you. And someone
does... Probably it’s just that twerp in a T-shirt
Mark Zuckerberg, who has got your every
word, worry, action, attraction, emotion,
motion, and notion stored in the Cloud. But
American Consequences
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how long before a more serious person – or
thing – hacks in and starts running your life?
(Kamala Harris, Jared Kushner, George Soros,
the NSA, the UN, the alt-right, the IRS, the
Bavarian Illuminati – you can bet that what
hacks you will be the person or thing that
keeps you up at night.)
And how do you know they haven’t done it
already? How hard can it be? The Internet
treats user privacy with the same respect that
snakes get in a cage at a carnival sideshow.
And Zuckerberg is a 35-year-old still wearing
his underwear in public. His mother no
doubt writes his password on the waistband
of his Y-fronts with a laundry pen.
Plus, the average cost of an Internet
connection in the U.S. is $67.17 a month, so
free speech isn’t free anymore, anyway.
Property rights will be next to go. Here, too,
the Internet aids and abets, particularly in
the destruction of intellectual property rights.

“The Internet
treats user privacy
with the same
respect that snakes
get in a cage at a
carnival sideshow.”
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Take it from me ... I spent 40 years as a print
journalist. “Content Is Free” – that’s the
founding concept of the Internet. Now I’m a
“content provider.” And... Content Is Free.
Our remaining property rights – that is, our
rights to physical property – will be sacrificed
either to the campaign for income equality or
to the campaign against climate change. This
depends on which end of the world comes
first – everybody on Earth in bankruptcy
court (total global debt is now $244 trillion,
three times the size of the world economy)
or everybody on Earth crammed into the last
1,878 vertical feet of Mt. Everest because of
the rising sea level.
In the former case, a horde of people
will show up at polling places under the
impression that voting machines are like the
slots at Mohegan Sun. If they pull the lever
often enough, there will be a huge payout.
The Internet tells me (for free) that, using
the broadest definition of “money” (cash
plus all banking and money-market account
balances), there’s about $80 trillion in the
world. The world’s population is 7.5 billion.
Dividing it equally, we each get $10,666.67.
We’ll blow through that pretty fast, and the
aftermath will be interesting. I’d make some
technical recommendations about what to do
in this situation, but the Second Amendment
is just one more property right soon to be
dispensed with.
In the latter climate change end-of-the-world
case, we’ll all die, which makes abiding by the
principles of Classical Liberalism extra hard.
But before we die, we’ll panic.

I understand why people are bothered by
climate change. It bothers me four times
a year – arthritic winter, allergic spring,
summertime bedroom A/C window unit
falling out and smashing the patio furniture,
and my Harris Tweed sport coat full of
moth holes in the fall. But we’ve let our
annoyance be turned into abject fear. I’m sure
our Earthly home could use some tidying,
climatologically. But when the house is a
mess, you get out the mop and the broom...
You don’t call 911.
In our panic, we’ll demand strict government
regulation to prevent carbon emissions. And
most carbon emissions result from the exercise
of property rights.
Among the property that belongs to you is
a pair of lungs. The Internet tells me (for
free again) that those lungs emit 2.3 pounds
of carbon dioxide a day. Multiply by world
population, and that’s 17.25 trillion pounds
of carbon dioxide, which is much more than
the 209 billion pounds of carbon dioxide that
burning fossil fuels emits daily.
You can see where the regulatory direction is
headed... Exhaling to be allowed by licensed
permit only, and deep sighs forbidden
under any circumstances. And, speaking of
exercising your property rights, the lungs of
long-distance joggers, gym rats, hot yoga
practitioners, and others who engage in
vigorous physical activity can emit as much
as eight times the average amount of CO2.
The police would run you down, except that
would cause even more global warming, so
they’ll shoot you from a distance.
(Yes, yes, I know... The experts try to explain

to me that breathing isn’t like burning fossil
fuels because breathing doesn’t involve
“sequestered carbon.” But I’m as dumb as the
next voter and don’t know sequester from
Ryan Seacrest. Or, anyway, I’m as dumb as
Elizabeth Warren who, when she introduces
the federal law against breathing, will tell us
that only the rich have to hold their breath.)
Your possessions will go away. And, since
“possession is nine-tenths of the law,” the rule
of law goes with them. (That “nine-tenths”
adage isn’t just about squatters’ rights or
who has borrowed the car. The first purpose
of law is to protect property, and foremost
in protection comes that property most
precious to you: your ownership of yourself
as a free person. Without property, there is no
freedom.)
If rule of law goes away, so does representative
democracy – the legal system of checks and
balances that’s entrusted with both guidance
by majorities and protection of individuals.
When government takes ownership of
everything, the result is either the terror of
collectivism or the horror of crony capitalism
or, as in China, both. The checks bounce, and
the balances are weighted by the thumbs of
special interests.
Also, lacking civil liberties and property
rights, representative democracy is left with
nothing to represent except the will of the
mob or – as it’s called these days – “activism.”
We already live in a country where activists
are snatching the role once played by duly
elected and duly appointed officials.
When Dr. Frankenstein is up to something
in his castle, does modern America send the
American Consequences
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county building inspector to check if the
electrical wiring is safe? Not when a large
group of activists with pitchforks and torches
is available to chase Dr. Frankenstein back to
the local urgent care facility and make him
provide Medicare for All.
As I mentioned, the collapse of Classical
Liberalism is by no means just an American
problem. The same Freedom House that
brought us the good news about the growth
of democracy since World War II brings us
bad news in its most recent report, “Freedom
in the World 2018:”
• Democracy faced its most serious crisis in
decades... as its basic tenets – including
guarantees of free and fair elections, the
rights of minorities, freedom of the press,
and the rule of law – came under attack
around the world.
• Seventy-one countries suffered net declines
in political rights and civil liberties, with
only 35 registering gains. This marked the
12th consecutive year of decline in global
freedom.
And how will the end of the Classical Liberal
world affect free enterprise and free trade?
Imagine even a trip to the grocery store
without Classical Liberalism. How about
Mexican tonight? But first, you need civil
liberties just to leave your house. And no
matter what you think about immigration,
if Latin-Americans didn’t have civil liberties,
you wouldn’t know squat about Mexican
food. You’d be making tacos by rolling
liverwurst in Aunt Jemima pancakes and
seasoning it with pumpkin pie spice.
12
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“Democracy faced
its most serious
crisis in decades...
as its basic tenets

– including guarantees of free
and fair elections, the rights of
minorities, freedom of the press,
and the rule of law –

came under attack
around the world.”
The grocery store requires free speech to
advertise its specials. You could be paying
twice as much for the corn tortillas as you
would have paid at the other grocery store
down the road. Except, without property
rights, there might not be another grocery
store down the road. In fact, there might not
be any grocery stores at all. You’ll have to wait
for dinner until there’s a government taco
handout. Furthermore, absent rule of law, just
how old is that guacamole?
And lastly, although you might not think
representative democracy would come
into play at the checkout counter, what if
Elizabeth Warren becomes America’s Julius
Caesar and the kid who’s bagging your
groceries gets denounced O tempore! O mores!
for not sequestering your carbon?
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WHAT COULD
POSSIBLY
GO WRONG?
Financial follies and disaster in the making
China strikes back...

Last week, U.S. stocks sold off as the “trade
war” with China suddenly escalated again...

Unfortunately, the good times didn’t last long...

In early May, following weeks of positive talk
from both sides, President Donald Trump
unexpectedly threatened to raise new tariffs
on Chinese imports.

U.S. stocks opened deeply in the red again
earlier this week, following news that China
had retaliated against the latest U.S. tariffs
overnight.

Days later – and just two days before officials
were set to meet to finalize a deal – we learned
why: China had suddenly “backtracked” on
months of negotiations.

According to the Wall Street Journal, China
raised tariffs on roughly $60 billion worth
of U.S. goods in retaliation for President
Trump’s decision to escalate tariffs on Chinese
imports. These tariffs will increase to 10%,
20%, or 25% for most of the 5,000-plus U.S.
products on which China already imposes
levies of 5% or 10%.

Finally, on Friday, May 10, these new tariffs
went into effect just as President Trump had
warned... And the Chinese trade delegation
left Washington, D.C., without a deal or
definite plans to return.
If there was a bright side to this mess, it
was that the markets ended the week on
a relatively positive note. Stocks reversed
their morning losses and closed in the green
on that day, following another round of
14

optimistic comments from the president and
several White House officials.
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Items like animal products, frozen produce,
and seasonings will be charged at 25%, while
baking condiments, chemicals, and vodka will
be charged at 20%. Tariffs will stay at 5% for
certain items, including vehicle parts, medical
equipment, and farm equipment such as
tractors.

The Journal also reports that China is not
targeting goods that aren’t currently subject to
tariffs... exports like Boeing jetliners and U.S.
crude oil.

Return of the living debt...

Of course, President Trump was less than
thrilled by any of this...

A zombie company is a company that doesn’t
make enough money to even pay for the
interest on its debt. It has no hope of ever
paying off its debt. They are the “walking
dead” of the American economy.

He replied with yet another barrage of tweets
in response.
“China should not retaliate-will only get
worse!” he wrote in one. “I say openly to
President Xi & all of my many friends in
China that China will be hurt very badly if
you don’t make a deal because companies will
be forced to leave China for other countries.
Too expensive to buy in China. You had a
great deal, almost completed, & you backed
out!” he said in another.
Unfortunately, there wasn’t any late-day
reprieve for stocks after this latest spat. The
benchmark S&P 500 Index fell 2.4% that day
(Monday, May 13), its worst one-day decline
since January.
Now, it’s worth noting that neither of these
measures have actually taken effect just yet...
The U.S. tariffs were applied to goods leaving
China beginning May 10. The first of these
items won’t arrive in our country until a
couple of weeks after that. Meanwhile,
China’s retaliatory tariffs don’t take effect until
June 1... So there is technically still time for a
resolution to be reached.
We certainly hope that further escalation can
be avoided. But given the events we’ve seen to
date, we aren’t holding our breaths. We suspect
this situation – and the resulting market
volatility – could get worse before it gets better.

Today, there are more “zombie” companies in
corporate America than ever before...

The only thing keeping them alive is banks
with low lending standards that are willing to
extend them credit. This practice is known as
“extend and pretend” because the banks are
willfully ignorant to the fact that these loans
can’t all possibly be repaid. Without the banks
rolling over (or refinancing) their debt, these
companies would cease to exist.
According to a study by the Bank of
International Settlements (“BIS”), the
number of zombie firms has increased sixfold
since the mid-1980s, and one in six U.S.
companies is now a zombie.
Imagine how many zombies there would be if
companies had to pay reasonable interest rates...
or if the economy hadn’t been humming along.
The number would likely be much higher.
If banks suddenly denied credit to the
zombies, a tidal wave of American companies
would go bankrupt. The result would be
skyrocketing default rates... massive credit
losses... bond investors rushing for the exits...
and the economy grinding to a halt.
“Extend and pretend” is propping up the
entire U.S. economy, but this game can’t go
on forever... When this debt does go bad –
and it will – investors will be left holding the
bag.
American Consequences
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FROM OUR INBOX
Re: Our Newest Readers
Weigh In
AC has become one of my favorite reads.

YOU WRITE, WE RESPOND

Even if P.J. ever has an off month (highly
unlikely), the rest of the writers more than
make up for it. – Dave C.
The articles are insightful, thorough, and
interesting! Please keep them coming! – Cliff F.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Dave

and Cliff, we love
you. (And would you mind if we clone you
10,000,000 times?)

Re: Our ‘Politics’ Issue
I am a registered Democrat and I don’t really
want America to become a Socialist state,
but I have some genuine concerns about the
Student Loan Debt. Here’s why.
My daughter went back to school after a
divorce and was pushed by voice teachers
to go to Florida State University. It was very
difficult for her to be away from home AND
be a non-traditional student. She resided
for a time in a church sponsored house, but
eventually found a roommate and moved
into an apartment.
She received no grants, so she took out
several loans to cover school expenses and
to subsist.
She ended up foregoing the Voice
Performance route as a very gifted mezzosoprano, and became a teacher.

16
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She was promised about a $5000 grant
toward her loan debt if she promised to
teach in Title I schools for 8 years. These
are some of the most horrific schools
in Jacksonville, Florida. As she worked
toward that goal, she paid and still pays on
time, every month and has never taken a
deferment or gone into forbearance.
Every time she contacts the lenders to see
about reworking her loans and hopefully
get them in a more manageable shape, they
talk in circles and don’t explain anything. So,
after 10 years she is still teaching in Title I
schools, has received no grants or credits to
her loan, and her loan principle has not gone
down at all!
Similarly, my granddaughter was being lured
by the Art Institute for classes there and she
really wanted it bad... but they wanted her
to start paying a $500-plus note right away,
before school even started. She lucked out
by attending a local junior college.
But I see a lot of these For-Profit “colleges”
pop up around town and then a few years
down the road they close their doors
and the students are left scrambling for
transferable credits and get no money back.
That’s really messed up.
I understand that they have been lured in by
the pitch like my granddaughter, but they
apparently had no one like me scouring over
their FAFSA.
So... my suggestion to ALL politicians is to
concentrate on the lending practices of

the Student Loan business (including the
government).
These “Millennials” are not looking for a
free ride, but it would greatly help their
livelihoods (what school boards call living
expenses), if they knew that their elected
officials were working in their favor.
I know not all of them were duped, but those
that were are looking for help – any kind of
help. They are drowning in quick sand from
trying to meet their responsibilities and they
expect their government to at least – AT
THE VERY LEAST – to look into the lending
practices of all schools, public and private.
That’s all. I hope you read to the end. –
Margo F.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Margo,

I don’t care if
you’re a registered extraterrestrial, you speak
truth! And your letter deserves something
better than a reply from the editor – it
deserves to be published. Therefore, here it
is in print. I will, however, put my 2 cents
in about college educations not being worth
nearly as much as they cost – especially for
those with creative talents like your daughter
and granddaughter. Experience is a better
school for talent than school is. (I have a
– completely worthless – MA in Creative
Writing.) I wish I could hear your daughter
sing and watch your granddaughter draw
unburdened by their worries about education
debt. People with creative talents have a hard
enough time making a living as it is.

Re: Red Scare: Millennials
and Socialism
Free college, free health care, free, Free?
Who is paying for this? The Tax Payers.
Who are paying billions a year for support
of Illegals, Welfare, Medicaid, etc. Time to
wake up. – Holly A.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: What

you say, Holly!
“There’s no such thing as a free lunch.” As a
sidelight, I looked up that phrase. The saying
goes back at least to 1892 when it was used
in a speech by Robert Ingersoll, one of the
great public intellectuals of the day. Ingersoll
was a combat commander in the Civil War
and a great humanist and Attorney General
of Illinois and a religious agnostic and a
staunch Republican and a good friend of
Walt Whitman’s. I’d love to assign him a piece
for American Consequences except he’s been
dead for 120 years. (There’s No Such Thing as
a Free Lunch is also the title of an excellent
collection of columns by Milton Friedman
published in 1975.)
Well, we’ve reentered the era of almost
unregulated capitalism and that’s proving to
be a social nightmare. The millennials are a
generation without much hope for mobility
– they are soft gloved indentured servants
(metaphorically speaking) – they can’t get
out of debt. – Richard Z.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: I

beg to differ, Richard.
We’re in an era of highly regulated capitalism
and have been for a while. But that’s not to
say I disagree with the second half of what
you say. Fans of regulation, like Elizabeth
American
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Warren, claim that capitalism gives off a bad
smell. But before we take their word for it
maybe we should consider the old schoolyard
rhyme, “The fox is the finder/The stink lays
behind her.”
Seems to be, because socialism gives a
false sense of security, they imagine they
can put in minimal, or nothing... and still be
taken care... It’s the lazy man’s dream until it
becomes his nightmare... – Martina M.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: You

go, Martina! The
lesson of history is that socialism is the lazy
man’s dream right up to the moment he’s sent
to a forced labor camp.
Socialism? We’re soaking in it. Capitalism as
a form of economy won’t disappear in our
lifetimes but reforms in society are overdue.
– Joe T.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Joe,

let’s not forget that
the socialists claim those forced labor camps
are “reforms in society.”
Why is everybody seemingly afraid to
mention the obvious solution to funding
political dreams? We could easily redirect
80% of our military procurement budget
without incurring any genuine risk. That’s
a lot of money to spend on AOC’s visions. –
Vernon H.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: My

idea of how much
to spend on AOC’s visions would be -0$, if
there were such a number. As to your point
about military spending, sure a lot of it is
wasteful but that’s not the main reason the
defense costs are so high. The main reason
18
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is... Vernon, have you looked at the world?...
There are a lot of really bad people out there
and they want to do a lot of really bad things.
[Millennials] favor Universal healthcare and
tuition free college. That does NOT make
them a socialist any more than someone
who supports building a “Wall” or the police.
America has numerous socialist programs
right now and we are not a socialist country.
America is a Hybrid of free market/
Socialism and has been that way our entire
lives. Adding new services does not turn
us into a 100% socialist country. Stop with
Hyperbole. – Aaron C.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Okay,

Aaron, we’ll stop
with the hyperbole (dictionary definition:
“exaggeration for effect, not meant to be
taken literally”) and agree with you that
the U.S. is not “a 100% socialist country.”
Yet. But the federal government does spend
21% of the U.S. GDP and state and local
governments spend another 15% for a total
of 36%. This total was about 7% at the
beginning of the 20th century, about 20% in
the depth of the 1930s depression, and below
30% from WWII until the late 1970s. You
can fail to see the trend if you like.

Re: If the Dems Win 2020
If the left-wing Dems can’t get next to Biden,
then they will get four more years of Trump.
– David P.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Or,

if the left-wing
Democrats get too next to Biden he’ll hug
them – setting off outraged #MeToo protests,
then they will get four more years of Trump.

Yawn... the same Party needs to control the
presidency AND both houses in Congress
and even then, as the GOP demonstrated,
it’s still a challenge to pass a bill. – Peter B.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Yawning

is okay with
me. The Cato Institute has done research
showing that no matter which branch of
government is controlled by which party,
government spending grows more slowly when
the two branches are under divided control.
Peter, are you sure we want them to pass bills?
We will be DOOMED!!! America as we know
it will become Venezuela... – Kelli H.

Well, Kelli... Argentina
anyway. Fortunately I speak Spanish. “Una
cerveza mas por favor.” Albeit that’s all the
Spanish I speak. But it’s enough to get me
through the night.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

America is destroyed from within by a group
of idiots, I become a land pirate, and get a
new dog. – Mike G.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: I’m

with you, Mike,
about the dog, preferably a large, vicious one.
But I have yet to figure out how to get the
muddy hillside I own to sail the bounding
main. Please advise.
This is a pivotal election. It will determine
the direction of America for decades
maybe even lay the last nail in her coffin if
a socialist/Progressive democrat should
win AND the congress become a majority of
Dems as well. – Ken M.

Ken, you can become
a land pirate with me and Mike. Know
anything about sailing a 100-acre hay field?

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Send us a message, question, or criticism at
feedback@americanconsequences.com.

Buy guns now... every time a Democrat
wins gun sales and prices go up... a solid
investment. – Faron H.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: That’s

what Remington
thought, Faron... Then Trump got elected and
Remington filed for Chapter 11.
What happens if Trump wins is that we can
officially wave goodbye at democracy. – J.M.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Or

give it a chilly
“Hello.” Sorry to say, J.M., but, technically
speaking, democracy remains democracy even
when the majority of voters are wrong. I’m
no big fan of Trump myself. But I doubt if
I’m going to be a big fan of whomever the
Democrats run either. I’m afraid I’ll be right
back where I was in 2016: “I’m not happy
that he won, but I’m glad that she lost.”
American Consequences
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It was the worst short of my nearly two-decade
career running hedge funds...
I shorted Tesla around $35 a share in early 2013
and didn't throw in the towel until after it had
soared to $205 a share a year later. It cost me
$5 million and was the most expensive mistake
of my career.
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After I covered, I warned all of my friends
not to short the stock. It was an open-ended
situation, with a visionary, entrepreneurial
founder and CEO, Elon Musk. Musk
was leading a team of brilliant engineers,
developing groundbreaking products in
two of the world’s largest markets – autos
and energy. Plus, the stock had a cult-like
following of investors who didn’t care if
Musk behaved erratically and consistently
overpromised. These are the ingredients of a
dangerous short.
For five years, I stood on the sidelines, closely
following the epic battle between Tesla bulls
and bears. Then I saw what I believed was the
“inflection point” for the stock. In March, I
made one of my rare big calls, writing...
I’ve been following [Tesla] closely for years
and, after carefully reviewing everything over
the weekend (including the transcript of
Musk’s [regulation-violating] call last week),
today I’m making one of my rare big calls:
we will look back on last Friday as the
beginning of the end for Tesla’s stock.
I think Musk has no more rabbits to
pull out of his hat, and therefore, it’s all
downhill from here. I predict that by the
end of the year, the stock, today at $295,
will be under $100.
I don’t make calls like this very often. The
last two were bitcoin the hour it peaked
at $20,000 on December 16, 2017... and
Tilray (TLRY) the hour it peaked at $300
last September 19...
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I only make big calls when three things
line up perfectly to create what I call an
“inflection point”: the fundamentals, my
“scuttlebutt” research, and my read of
investor sentiment.
In the case of Tesla, the fundamentals are
terrible, the research provided on Twitter
and elsewhere by a small army of amateur
analysts reveals that demand is weak and
inventories are piling up, and I sense that
the number of investors who are losing
confidence in Musk is finally exceeding
those who are drinking his Kool Aid.
Tesla shares were trading at $295 at the
time. Six and half weeks later, they closed
at $234.54 today, already down more
than 20%... And I think they have much
further to fall.

The number of investors
who are losing confidence
in Musk is finally exceeding
those who are drinking
his Kool Aid.
To be clear, I am not hoping that Tesla fails.
Rather, I am predicting that its shares will
collapse.
Musk is an incredible entrepreneur and
visionary who has created two companies that
are changing the world. Tesla makes great
cars. I enjoy driving them, and every one
of my friends who owns one loves it. More
important, Tesla has almost single-handedly
forced every major auto manufacturer in
the world to invest billions of dollars into

developing electric cars, which is great
for humanity. We all owe Musk a debt of
gratitude.
But unlike many other investors, apparently,
I’m able to separate these “warm and fuzzy”
feelings from an unemotional, rigorous
analysis of the company and the likely
outcome for the stock.
Ironically, I believe that Tesla is about to get
crushed by the many competitors it poked
into action. While Tesla has an edge in some
areas, like driving distance per battery charge,
competitors’ cars have many advantages –
including better service networks, luxurious
interiors, and the “newness” factor. The Audi
e-tron, Porsche Taycan, and Jaguar I-PACE
represent the biggest threats, followed by
highly anticipated offerings from BMW,
Mercedes-Benz, and others.
To summarize, Musk has taken his company
off a cliff. As more investors wake up to this
reality, the stock is going to plummet as the
company struggles to sell its cars and starts to
run out of cash.
Recent events – concluding with first-quarter
earnings, which Tesla released April 24
(discussed below) – have only reinforced my
belief.
Lately, it’s almost a full-time job keeping up
with all of the major news about Tesla. Here
are the recent highlights, with my thoughts...

THE SEC VS. MUSK
On February 25, the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (“SEC”) filed a
contempt of court motion against Musk,

saying his February 19 tweet about how
many cars Tesla would produce this year was
a “blatant violation” of the settlement they’d
struck with him last year after his infamous
“funding secured” tweet.
I attended the hearing in April, where the
judge gave both sides a week (later extended
another week) to resolve their dispute.
In the end, both sides agreed that Musk must
“obtain the preapproval of any experienced
securities lawyer” before tweeting or posting
to social media... an uncertain outcome in
light of Musk’s ego and arrogance. Thus,
there’s a chance – albeit small – of a bad
outcome for Musk, Tesla, and the stock.

As more investors wake up
to this reality, the stock is
going to plummet as the
company struggles.
Regardless of what happens, Musk’s behavior
underscores his negligent and impulsive
nature – exactly the opposite of what is
needed during this time of extreme stress for
the company.

CARS CATCHING FIRE
A video of a Tesla Model S in a garage in
Shanghai suddenly bursting into flames last
month has gone viral. One report indicates
it was caused by a short-circuit. Tesla is
investigating.
This comes on the heels of a widely reported
crash in Florida in which a 2016 Model S
American Consequences
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hit some trees. The driver survived but was
burned to death when the battery caught fire
and emergency responders couldn’t open the
doors because Tesla’s famous recessed handles
failed to deploy after the accident.
It’s hard to know if anecdotes like these are
indicative of bigger problems or whether they
will affect Tesla’s brand and reputation – but
they sure don’t help.

MASSIVE HIGH-LEVEL
TURNOVER
I’ve never seen executive departures like this...
More than 88 executives at Tesla have left the
company since January 2018. And overall, the
departures are heavily skewed in the legal and
accounting areas of the company – exactly
what one would expect to see if fraud is
occurring. Even if it’s not, it’s hard to imagine
that Tesla is well-positioned to navigate its
current troubles (financial or otherwise) with
an inexperienced, 34-year-old CFO.
Last Friday, Tesla disclosed that four members
of its board of directors would depart, which
will shrink the board from 11 to seven
members. While bulls note that they will
serve until the end of their terms and argue
that a smaller board will improve governance,
my gut tells me they’re fleeing what they
believe to be a sinking ship...
Unexpected, en masse board resignations
are one of the most classic and time-tested
warning flags that experienced investors look
out for. Worse yet, these board members
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are selling all the shares they can, as fast as
they can. If they thought the company and
its stock had bright prospects, it’s hard to
imagine they’d be leaving the board and
dumping shares.
A final clue that this is bad news is how Tesla
disclosed it... via an SEC filing, not a press
release, and after the close on Good Friday
– the perfect time for an announcement you
hope no one will notice.

TERRIBLE FIRST-QUARTER
EARNINGS
The company reported a $702 million loss in
the first quarter of 2019 – double consensus
expectations – and guided for another loss in
the second quarter.
It was so bad that Wedbush analyst Daniel Ives,
who was once bullish on the stock, wrote...
To this point, in our 20 years of covering
tech stocks on the Street we view this
quarter as one of top debacles we have
ever seen, while Musk & Co., in an
episode out of the Twilight Zone, act as
if demand and profitability will magically
return to the Tesla story.
Ives said he was “throwing in the white towel”
and downgraded the stock.
The cash flow statement was equally bad,
as the company had negative $640 million
in cash flow from operations. It spent
an additional $280 million in capital
expenditures, for a total cash burn of $920
million.
That’s a huge reversal from the previous

quarter, when Tesla reported $210 million in
profit and generated positive $1.24 billion
in operating cash flow. That led Musk to say
on the conference call in January that he was
“optimistic about being profitable in Q1 and
all quarters going forward.”
Oops.
Believe it or not, the quarter could have
been much worse. On that same call, Musk
admitted...
Over half of our global deliveries [are]
occurring in the final 10 days of Q1. This
was the most difficult logistics problem I
have ever seen and I have seen some tough
ones. So I will say it again... We literally
delivered half of the entire quarter’s
deliveries were [sic] in the final 10 days of
Q1. That’s insane.

Tesla board members are
selling all the shares they
can, as fast as they can...

For once, I think Musk is telling the truth. I
agree with him: It is insane to deliver more
than half of a quarter’s deliveries – worth
roughly $2 billion – in the last 10 days.

WEAK DEMAND
I’d be willing to overlook Musk’s erratic
behavior, the operational chaos, executive
departures, etc. if Tesla’s cars were still selling
like hotcakes.
But all of the evidence I can find shows that,
now that Tesla has fulfilled the backlog for the
Model 3, demand has fallen off a cliff.
Musk has promised that deliveries will
rebound strongly from the first quarter’s
dismal number of only 63,019 cars to
between 90,000 and 100,000. But I think the
company will be lucky to match that number
of deliveries in the second quarter.
As you can see, the first quarter was weak...
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SLUMPING DEMAND
IN NETHERLANDS AND
NORWAY

In past years, Musk was able to attract
hundreds of millions of dollars in deposits –
which are effectively free unsecured loans to
the company – by announcing a new car. Yet
when he tried that last month with the Model
Y reveal, it was a total bust.
When an analyst on the call asked why
customer deposits were down, Musk dodged the
question, answering, “I think we don’t want
to comment on the granularity of deposits.
Again, people read too much into this. We’re
not playing off the Model Y because we’re just
not in production so you can’t really read
anything into Model Y orders at this point.”
What nonsense! When Tesla was deluged by
customer deposits for the Model 3 (which can
be seen in the chart below, Musk was tweeting
about it constantly. His silence now speaks
volumes.

In most countries, there’s usually at least a
month lag time to see public data on car
sales. That’s not the case in Norway and the
Netherlands, because both countries report
each day’s sales the next day on a public
website. Norway in particular is important
because it’s by far the largest market for
electric cars in Europe. Thanks to huge
government subsidies, electric vehicles were
58% of total car sales in March.
Tesla had a strong first quarter in both
Norway and the Netherlands, as ships full of
the first Model 3s arrived to meet the backlog
of demand, making it the best-selling electric
car in both markets.
Since then, sales have fallen off a cliff. As my
friend Anton Wahlman reported last month...
April is off to a horrible start for Tesla in
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DEPOSITS PLUMMET

the countries in Europe where we get daily
sales (registration) data: Norway and The
Netherlands. Compared to March, the daily
sales rate in Norway in April thus far is down
82%, and in the Netherlands it’s down 76%.
For the more expensive and higher-margin
Model S and X, Tesla is losing market share
to Audi and Jaguar’s electric cars in the
most dramatic of ways. Audi e-tron and
Jaguar I-PACE are outselling Tesla Model
X and S combined by a factor of 5.7 to 1 in
Norway, and 9.7 to 1 in the Netherlands.
Tesla usually makes up for an April
shortfall in the last month of the quarter,
but this is a very deep hole from which
Tesla now has to dig.
A few days later, he e-mailed me, “Fun fact from
Norway today: Tesla registered 1 (one!) Model
3 car. Volkswagen registered 148 electric Golfs.
Tesla’s market share is dropping like landlines
versus cell phones among 22-year-olds.”

WHY AREN’T TESLA
SHARES DOWN MORE?
In light of the terrible quarter and increasing
evidence of lagging demand, why isn’t the stock
down even more? Here are a few reasons...

NOT ENOUGH CAPITAL
It’s clear to everyone – even the bulls – that
Tesla desperately needs to raise capital. Musk
stubbornly resisted... until April’s call, when
he finally acknowledged, “I think there’s merit
to the idea of raising capital at this point.”
Whether a capital raise helps or hurts the

stock will depend on the details... the
amount, price, etc. One of my friends noted...
I think the only reason the stock held up
at all today is because Musk did a 180
on the desire for a capital raise. If he can
execute a clean raise with either of his
two lead banks – Morgan Stanley and/
or Goldman Sachs – as underwriters, and
do it at the market price at the time of
the offering, I think it has the potential to
have the opposite effect it would have in
almost any other company. In any other
company, the stock would go down. In
Tesla’s case, I think it’s better than a 50/50
that the stock would actually go up – all
other things equal.
I agree that the stock could jump if Tesla
announces that it has issued stock to raise
cash, though it’s unclear whether Tesla can
do so via traditional means (which typically
requires SEC approval).*
Normally, this would be
routine for a company
that still has a $41 billion
market cap today, but
given the SEC’s contempt
of court motion against
him – and that Musk has
repeatedly stuck his finger
in the SEC’s eye – it’s hard
to imagine it approving
anything Tesla-related right
now. For proof, consider
the repeated delays in Tesla’s
$218 million acquisition of
battery supplier Maxwell
Technologies.

* EDITOR’S NOTE:

Whitney and his friend
were right. Earlier this
month, Tesla skirted the
SEC with a dubious but
legal convertible bond
offer. In the end, the
company raised $2.4
billion, but paid a steep
price to do it. The details
are a bit complicated for
the pages of American
Consequences, but
Whitney does a great job
explaining things here.]
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It’s clear to me that Tesla had a “kitchen sink”
first quarter. Ironically, that could be good
news for the stock.
A “kitchen sink” quarter is a classic ploy
whereby companies that know they’re going
to have a bad quarter throw in the towel
and take every charge and write-down they
possibly can. This has two benefits. One, it
makes the year-over-year comparison easy the
following year. It also provides a “cookie jar”
from which to draw revenues and earnings
that can be leaked back into future quarters
(when the fundamentals have presumably
improved a bit to make them look better).
While this is no doubt misleading to investors,
it’s not necessarily accounting fraud if it’s
done cleverly. Generally accepted accounting
principles (“GAAP”) give management wide
discretion to make dozens of assumptions that
affect reported financials. As Warren Buffett
noted in his 2010 annual letter, “Regardless of
how our businesses might be doing, Charlie
[Munger] and I could – quite legally – cause
net income in any given period to be almost
any number we would like.”
When management abuses this discretion,
its goal is usually to report higher earnings.
That’s why you almost never see a company
miss earnings estimates by a penny.
Management can always tweak some
assumption to slightly boost earnings.
But sometimes, the incentives are reversed. For
example, when a new CEO takes over a beaten28
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down company, he has a double incentive to
report bad earnings... It might further depress
the stock so the CEO’s options strike at a lower
price, and it puts the blame on the former CEO,
while the new CEO will benefit from the easy
comparisons and “cookie jar” going forward.
Alternatively, as was the case with Tesla last
quarter, it’s just one lost quarter. Why not
take all of the medicine at once?
Nathan Weiss of investment manager Weiss,
Harrington and Associates beautifully
explained what Tesla did – and why it could
be good for the stock later this year...
Virtually all of the accounting “maneuvers”
made during the first quarter were classic
earnings manipulation tactics taught in
business schools (which Tesla’s CFO just
finished attending): Deferred earnings
recognition, inventory write-downs,
provisions for future losses and onetime restructuring charges which likely
incorporate costs to be recognized in
subsequent quarters. Accounting textbooks
and MBA case studies will surely cite Tesla’s
Q1 2019 results for years to come.
That said, with a bank of future earnings
(and “operating cash flows”) and improving
deliveries, Tesla has set the stage to potentially
report (slightly) positive non-GAAP earnings
in one or more quarters before year end.
While Tesla’s scheme has likely backfired
in the short-term (analysts “throwing in the
towel” and the media reporting an “epic
negative surprise” will pressure shares), the
stage may be set for us to opportunistically
(and temporarily) switch our “Sell” rating to
“Buy for Now” in the coming quarter or two...

WHY DIDN’T TESLA CUT
GUIDANCE?
As noted above, in its first-quarter earnings
release, Tesla estimated second-quarter
deliveries between 90,000 and 100,000
vehicles and reaffirmed that it expects to
deliver between 360,000 and 400,000
vehicles this year.
It makes no sense that Tesla would miss
first-quarter deliveries by a mile, yet reaffirm
annual guidance. Mathematically, this means
that Tesla increased its guidance for the rest of
the year, which flies in the face of all available
evidence.
Naturally, this was the first question a Wall
Street analyst asked on the conference call.
Musk surely knew the question was coming,
but he whiffed, giving a vague, rambling
answer...
Yes. We do see strong demand for vehicles,
both S, X, and 3. The standard range
plus Model 3 with autopilot included at
$39,500 is just an incredibly compelling
vehicle and affordable to probably
something on the order like the top 40%
income earners in the U.S. and Europe.
So, it’s – I think we will see a lot of
interest and demand in that. We are.

anticipating that there would be an S, X
upgrade and this really is kind of a gamechanger of an upgrade.
So, I think we are seeing an uptick in
demand and we expect to see that to be
quite significant. And we are also out of
the seasonality of Q1 with few people just
generally don’t like buying cars in winter
and we are getting past the overhang of
that tax credit cliff, which for us ended in
the U.S. on December 31.
So, these were all very positive factors. We
also have just a lot of markets where there is
program or tapped into demand, especially
for Model 3. So we will be really saying the
right-hand drive Model 3 and expect to
see significant demand in right-hand drive
countries. Overall, I feel really good about the
way things are headed.
In light of this answer and the various data
points noted above, why anyone believes his
rosy forecast is beyond me.
I don’t think even Musk himself believes it...
Which raises that question: Given that Tesla
was doing a kitchen sink quarter anyway, why
didn’t the company reduce guidance to a level
it could meet or exceed?

And then with the upgraded S and X,
I think a lot of people were kind of

It couldn’t... at least, not without risking
bankruptcy. And it’s possible that Tesla will
never report another profitable quarter – ever.

Whitney Tilson is the founder of Empire
Financial Research and edits its flagship
newsletter, the Empire Investment Report.
Prior to that, he worked at the Boston

Consulting Group and later founded and
ran the Kase Capital Management hedge
fund, which he grew from $1 million to
nearly $200 million.
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NEGATIVE
RIGHTSV
By P.J.
O’Rourke

IT’S POSITIVELY CONFUSING

There’s a reason why so much political
thinking starts out in the neighborhood of
Idealism, crosses Naive Street, and winds up
in Stupidville.
The reason is confusion between negative
rights and positive rights.
We all agree that rights are wonderful, and
we’ve got a lot of them – at least in this
country – and we should get a lot more.

But there are two kinds of rights – Getoutta
Here Rights and Gimmie Rights. Or, as they’re
called in political theory, “negative rights” and
“positive rights.”
Negative rights are our rights to be left alone
– to do, be, think, and say (and buy and sell)
whatever we want as long as our behavior
doesn’t cause real harms.
Positive rights are our rights to real goods
– our rights to get things. The right to
education. The right to health care. The right
to a living wage, etc.
Negative rights are front and center in the
Constitution and the Declaration
of Independence: “certain
unalienable rights... Life,
Liberty, and the Pursuit of
Happiness.” All 10 rights
in the of Bill of Rights
are negative rights
(except, maybe, the
Sixth and Seventh
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Amendment positive rights to a jury if you’re
put on trial for violating the negative rights of
other people.)
Positive rights are front and center in
political-activism protests and politicians’
election campaigns – “A chicken in every
pot.” (That was a Republican slogan in the
1928 presidential race... It came back to peck
them in 1932.)

This chicken isn’t mentioned in the
Constitution or the Declaration of
Independence because our founding fathers
– savvy political thinkers – would have asked,
“Where did the chicken come from? Who did
it belong to before? How did the chicken get
into every pot, apparently for free, without
the right to be a chicken farmer being lost by
someone?”
Your right to do, be, think, and say in no
way impinges on anyone else’s right to do,
be, think, or say. And, if you have even a
rudimentary understanding of free market
economics, you know that your right to buy
and sell doesn’t impinge on the buying and
selling rights of others.
But your right to physical items, such as a free
education, impinges on everybody. In order
for you to be given a thing, that thing (or
some tax-and-spend portion of it) has to be
taken from somebody else. The person from
whom the thing is taken loses negative rights
so that you can gain positive ones.

POSITIVE
VS.RIGHTS
This is not to say that negative rights are
always wonderful or ought to be unlimited in
scope. You have the right to stand on a street
corner and say, “I’m a Nazi pig!” Whether
you have the right to stand on a street corner
and say to passersby, “You’re a Nazi pig!” is
a more complex question. And if you stand
on a street corner with a bullhorn and yell,
“YOU’RE A NAZI PIG!” in the middle of
the night, the police should come and negate
your negative rights.

Nor are positive rights evil. Free public
primary and secondary schools are a benefit
to society. (Although vouchers for private
school tuition might be more beneficial.)
And I’m in favor of college degrees that are
at least reasonably priced. (I got government
help paying for school... And not because of
academic merit. The government’s attitude
in my day was, “America needs mediocre
students, too.”) I believe America should have
a medical system that guarantees everyone
treatment without bankruptcy from hospital
bills. (Nobody should lose the house. The
boat? Maybe. But not the house.) And
decent pay for every job ($12 an hour for
congressmen) is a worthy goal even if I think
an expanding economy is more likely than a
law to provide generous paychecks without
driving people into the labor black market.
(Congressmen getting paid under the table –
except that seems to be happening already.)
But are these “rights”? It’s the right question

to ask. Idealists should ask it. They’d be better
off changing their terminology. Idealism
ought to be expressed as moral obligation,
not political cant. This particular respecter of
negative rights is more likely to be moved by
“Please” than “You’re a Nazi pig.”

When liberals, progressives, and so-called
“democratic socialists” quit demanding rights
and begin invoking duties – our society’s duty
to fund education, provide health care, and
pay living wages even to congressmen – then
I’ll start listening.

Why Do We Call Rights
‘Negative’ and ‘Positive’?
Part of the confusion between the two
types of rights comes from their bassackwards
names. Negative rights produce mostly positive
effects while positive rights can have negative
consequences.
Blame the nomenclature on Russian-born
philosopher, political theorist, and Oxford
professor ISAIAH BERLIN (1909-1997). He coined
the terms “negative freedom” and “positive
freedom” to describe how our desire to have a
political system that (negatively) provides us with
liberty clashes with our desire to have a political
system that (positively) provides us with stuff.
Berlin was a great champion of “negative
freedom,” but he was not a native
English-speaker.
– P.J. O’R.
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A TROUBLING SCENARIO THAT WILL INFECT
THE MARKETS THIS YEAR
The initial public offering (“IPO”) of Lyft shares in March is only the beginning...
The financial press drowned the public in the news. I’m sure you saw at least one
headline about it. Despite never having sniffed profitability, the ride-scheduling firm
still commanded a market valuation of more than $22 billion at its IPO on March 29.
For many of us, nothing about the Lyft IPO really made sense. It’s troubling, but
also predictable...

Deep down, most investors want to believe
the stock market makes sense. They want
to believe it’s fair... that it works. They want
to believe that most stocks are more or less
valued properly, based on publicly available
information. If you cling to that belief, then
three enormous IPOs this year will test your
faith.
Wall Street is about to cram some horribly
run, cash-burning businesses down the
throats of millions of unwitting American
savers... an interesting test of what academics
call the “efficient market theory” (“EMT”).

Generations of academics have written about
the “efficient market”...
This is the belief that the universe of investors
automatically (and accurately) synthesizes all
known information about a company, so its
stock price always reflects its real value. As
a result, individuals have no shot at beating
the market. The only sensible thing to do is
simply put all your investing capital into a big
index fund and leave it there.

By Bryan
Beach

SUCKING IPOs
American Consequences
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If that’s true, how do you explain legendary
investor Warren Buffett, who for years posted
annual returns of around 20% investing in
high-quality stocks? If he can’t know something
the market doesn’t, how is that possible?
The real answer is that the market is generally
efficient – except when it isn’t.

Blood-Sucking IPos

Ben Graham, the father of value investing,
touched on these dynamics in this oft-quoted
bit of wisdom: “In the short run, the market
is a voting machine but in the long run, it is a
weighing machine.”
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On any given day, the market is just adding
up relatively meaningless “votes” in a glorified
popularity contest... But eventually, the
market gets it right, and the true “weight,” or
value, comes to light.
Take, for example, Tesla, the enigmatic
electric-car maker and money-burning
machine. Many Tesla bears even consider
its business to be worth somewhere in the
neighborhood of zero dollars (yes, $0). Its
CEO is crazy, its financial statements are
quite possibly fraudulent, and its business
– building electric cars – is something that
every established automobile company in the
universe is also working on.
The market seems to forget this, but behind
its shiny veneer, Tesla is an enterprise that the
public has a 100-plus year history valuing... It
builds cars. I’m not sure Tesla is worth $0, but
there is absolutely no reason it should sport a
stock market valuation typically reserved for
tech darlings like Google or Amazon.
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Tesla is a pocket of inefficiency in a mostly
efficient market. Millions of times per day, the
market “votes” on the value of Tesla, and each
time, its value rings in higher than $0. Whether
the Tesla bears are right or wrong, we know
that eventually the company’s true value – or
“weight” – will be recognized by the market.
But it's not just Tesla. For the last couple
of years, I've been following a couple of the
largest "pockets of inefficiency" I've seen
in my career – and Lyft's $20 billion IPO
valuation is, unfortunately, just the tip of the
iceberg. Today, there are a number of large
companies that sport nonsensical valuations.
To appreciate just how absurd these values
are, let's indulge in a short thought exercise...

The market is
generally efficient –
except when it isn’t.
Imagine you suddenly have $2 million to
invest...
Say a generous benefactor gives you the
capital, and you immediately put half the
money to work. You spend $1 million to
buy 10 houses for $100,000 apiece in a
neighborhood of identical houses.
After six months, nobody else is buying
houses in the neighborhood, so your
purchases are essentially the only “comps” –
or comparable sales – around.
You become disappointed that your 10 houses
are still languishing with a value of around $1
million... So you buy two additional houses
in the same neighborhood, but...
This time, you pay $250,000 for each house.

This latest transaction immediately jacks up
the local comps... So your original portfolio of
10 houses is now instantly worth $2.5 million
($250,000 per house times 10 houses).
In other words, you spent an additional
$500,000 to enjoy a $1.5 million paper profit
on your original $1 million investment.

But things have turned out just fine for
him... Today, SoftBank is an international
conglomerate worth more than $100 billion.
And Masa is one of Japan’s richest men, with
a net worth of roughly $23 billion. (That’s
impressive, but it’s only a fraction of his net
worth before the dot-com bust.)

That’s right, folks... On your financial
statements, you can claim the value of your
initial $1 million investment as $2.5 million,
and your total $1.5 million investment as $3
million ($250,000 times 12 houses).

For the past couple of
years, this valuation fallacy
has been playing out –
on a huge scale – with
private companies.

Anyone with an ounce of common sense
understands that the $3 million number
isn’t the actual value. It’s a nonsensical value
based on your willingness to throw additional
funds at an unproven investment. It’s an easily
manipulated “valuation fallacy.”
For the past couple of years, this valuation
fallacy has been playing out – on a huge
scale – with private companies. And most
important for you as individual investors,
these valuation fallacies will infiltrate the public
markets in 2019. So...

HOW DID WE GET HERE?
The nexus of this valuation travesty is a
Japanese businessman named Masayoshi Son...

Meanwhile, in Saudi Arabia, the country’s
sovereign fund is in an unusual situation...
Blessed with what may be the most lucrative
business venture in the history of mankind,
the Saudis find themselves trying to diversify
away from oil. It’s an interesting controversy.
In February, the Wall Street Journal noted
that one Saudi oil executive asked a simple
question a couple of years ago in a public
meeting...
[The Saudi Arabian Oil Company] spends
$5 to extract a barrel of oil and then sells
it for 10 to 20 times that much. Where
else, he asked, could Saudi Arabia possibly
invest to generate such returns? No one
had an answer, the executive said.

Son, who often goes by the nickname “Masa,”
founded a computer-parts store called
SoftBank in 1981. He eventually made a
name for himself by investing in Yahoo back
in 1995 and Alibaba – China’s version of
Amazon – in 1999.

Enter Masa... In 2016, the Saudis gave him
the first of many investments that have come
to total $100 billion. Masa’s mission: to
diversify the Saudis out of oil and into surefire
tech home runs.

When the tech bubble burst, Masa suffered
paper losses of $70 billion.

Through the venture known as the SoftBank
Vision Fund, Masa has spent much of the
American Consequences
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past two years spending the Saudis’ money as
quickly as he possibly can.
Putting $100 billion to work isn’t as easy
as you would think... But Masa has been
dutifully seeking out a portfolio of dumpster
fires into which he can heave fistfuls of Saudi
money, and he has found one particularly
pitiful Tesla-esque dud...

Blood-Sucking IPos

It’s WeWork, a company whose business is as
simple as it is unoriginal.
WeWork enters long-term leases for office
space, adds desks and couches, then splits the
area into smaller spaces to rent for shorter
terms. WeWork profits from the difference
between the cheaper long-term lease rates and
the more expensive short-term rates.
It’s not a new idea. The firm IWG (formerly
known as Regus) has been doing this since the
1980s. After emerging from bankruptcy in 2004,
IWG now generates positive cash flows and
sports a modest valuation of around $2 billion.
WeWork, though, put a spin on the old
Regus plan... by pumping music through its
office spaces, outfitting the offices with an
“industrial chic” vibe (read: exposed wooden
beams), and most important, providing free
beer. No joke. Free beer.
Since its founding, WeWork has lost money
at an astounding rate. Even though it has
doubled its annual revenue, it manages to
outspend its sales year after year.
For example, the Wall Street Journal reported
WeWork’s 2017 revenue totaled $886 million,
36
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double its 2016 sales. Unfortunately, its
losses also doubled to $933 million. WeWork
manages to lose $2 for every $1 that comes in
the door. It’s like Tesla... but for cubicles.
WeWork would argue it was investing for
growth. At one point, it predicted December
2018 would be the “turning point” to
profitability. Not only did WeWork miss its
target...when the books closed on 2018, we
learned that WeWork’s losses are growing faster
than its revenue. Only the worst businesses
manage to lose money at a faster rate as they
grow larger.
In 2017, Masa invested $4.4 billion of the
SoftBank Vision Fund into about 20% of

Since its founding,
WeWork has lost money at
an astounding rate. Even
though it has doubled
its annual revenue, it
manages to outspend its
sales year after year.
WeWork, boosting the company’s valuation
to around $20 billion.
Critics noted this is roughly 10 times the
valuation of IWG, despite the fact that IWG
had more than 2,000 locations and WeWork
controlled a couple hundred.
To no one’s surprise, few other investors lined
up to buy in at Masa’s sky-high valuation. So
in June 2018, Masa began backing up the
Saudis’ truck yet again – this time offering
an incredible $16 billion in cash for 35% of
WeWork – giving the company a valuation of
around $45 billion.

A ‘STATE OF
CONSCIOUSNESS’...
If you’re keeping score at home, a $45 billion
valuation means paper profits of roughly $5
billion on the SoftBank Vision Fund’s initial
$4.4 billion investment, all without a hint of
movement toward profitability for WeWork.
It’s the exact same scam you would’ve been
running in the hypothetical real estate example
we discussed above.
To their credit, the Saudis pushed back on
Masa. Their main concern wasn’t just that
Masa was about to dump another $16 billion
of their money into a consistent money loser.
Their main issue was that they had intended
for Masa to make technology investments... and
not glorified real estate plays.
In response, WeWork CEO Adam Neumann
began playing up his company’s “techy-ness”
in the press... explaining how traditional
valuation methodology just doesn’t apply to the
company’s innovative mix of exposed wooden
beams and free kegs. As Neumann explained to
the New York Times in early 2018...
To assess WeWork by conventional
metrics is to miss the point. WeWork isn’t
really a real estate company. It’s a state of
consciousness.
A “state of consciousness”?
In January, as part of an effort to shed the
“just a real estate company” image, Neumann
announced the rebranding of the business
as The We Company. It includes WeWork
spin-offs WeLive, a residential incarnation
of WeWork (that’s still real estate, Adam)...

and WeGrow, a coding academy and forprofit school that promises “a curriculum that
emphasizes socializing and entrepreneurship
for three-year-olds on up.”
Neumann also believes the company is now
in a position to execute some of his previous
ambitious ideas, like a “European-style” hotel
concept with shared bathrooms called WeSleep
(more real estate)... something called WeBank
(no details)... and WeSail (Caribbean charters).
The Saudis remained unimpressed and still
passed on the second round of investments.

At $47 billion, WeWork
sits just behind Uber when
it comes to the biggest
U.S. startups.
So instead, Masa invested $2 billion of
SoftBank’s money into WeWork at a $47
billion valuation. It’s interesting to note that,
when investing the Saudis’ money, Masa was
willing to put up $16 billion... But on his
own dime, he would only pony up $2 billion.
Either way, the $47 billion valuation – and
related $5 billion in paper profits for the
SoftBank Vision Fund – remained intact. At
$47 billion, WeWork sits just behind Uber
when it comes to the biggest U.S. startups.

MASSIVELY UNPROFITABLE
Unlike WeWork, the ride-scheduling market
leader has a history of innovation... Uber’s
phone-powered software that links drivers
and riders solved an actual problem and
revolutionized the way many Americans get
around today.
American Consequences
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inferior technology? Instead, it could shell out
around $70 million to buy Navya outright.
But like WeWork, Uber is massively
unprofitable... While its losses are narrowing,
Uber still burns through nearly $2 billion
per year. Both Uber and WeWork are
about 10 years old... and neither is close to
profitable today.
So how does a company like Uber lose $2
billion a year and still end up trading in the
private markets at nearly $70 billion – only
slightly behind benchmark S&P 500 Index
stalwarts like investment giant Goldman
Sachs, package carrier UPS, and drugmaker
Bristol-Myers Squibb?

Blood-Sucking IPos

The answer is Masayoshi Son.
You see, Masa has also been working his
valuation fallacy magic with Uber...
In January 2018, Masa invested $7.7 billion
of the SoftBank Vision Fund into Uber at a
valuation of $48 billion. And just last month,
the SoftBank Vision Fund weighed helping
bolster Uber’s cash-draining self-driving unit
by investing nearly $1 billion in cash at a
valuation between $5 billion and $10 billion.
News service Bloomberg recently pointed out
that Uber’s self-driving technology is rated as
one of the worst around, according to marketresearch firm Navigant Research. It’s worse
than the technology from French firm Navya,
a company that sports a valuation of less than
$70 million.
So if Masa’s SoftBank Vision Fund wants a
piece of the self-driving phenomenon, why
would it spend nearly $1 billion on Uber’s
38
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The answer, of course, is that the artificially
high valuation of Uber's self-driving
technology will inflated Uber's overall
valuation, pushing it toward a $80-$90 billion
target price for its IPO. (Uber ended up falling
slightly short of that target, despite Masa’s
best intentions.) And that's more than twice
the $45 billion valuation of Masa's initial
investment. As Bloomberg noted...
If [Masa’s Softbank Vision Fund] fronts
three-quarters of the planned $1 billion,
it’ll be paying $750 million but helping
more than double the value of its total
Uber investment [of about $9 billion].

Uber is massively
unprofitable... While its
losses are narrowing, Uber
still burns through nearly
$2 billion per year.
Those three letters – “IPO” – are what take
this story from funny to terrifying...
While Masa didn’t directly invest in Lyft, it
has been widely reported that his generous
funding of Uber led indirectly to Lyft’s rich
valuation. You see, Masa’s rival – another
Japanese billionaire named Hiroshi Mikitani,
who founded e-commerce and Internet
conglomerate Rakuten – helped to fund Lyft.
Last week, Uber went public at a valuation
of $70 billion. WeWork's IPO won't be far
behind. Even worse, Wall Street investment
bankers are pushing for the SoftBankpegged valuations. The Lyft and Uber IPOs

If you think that the
market is too efficient to
allow this to happen,
you’re wrong...
demonstrate that Masa and other early
backers could get close to those SoftBankpegged prices.
If you think that the market is too efficient
to allow this to happen, you’re wrong... Masa’s
privately funded valuation fallacies are already
infiltrating the New York Stock Exchange.
Last May, Masa committed $2.5 billion in
cash to car and truck giant General Motors’
(GM) self-driving division at a valuation
of $12 billion. Almost immediately, GM
shares shot up 20%. A Deutsche Bank analyst
concluded that the business may be worth
$30 billion – and GM shares could double.
In other words, the public markets pinned GM’s
stock to Masa’s valuation fallacy.
Now, I need to warn you... You've already
been inundated with stories of Uber's IPO.
I'd tell you to avoid the shares, but if you're
not paying attention, you won't be able to.
With Masa-approved valuations of $70 billion
and $45 billion, respectively, both Uber
and WeWork will be force-fed into dozens
of the index funds that make up America's
retirement savings accounts.
Thankfully, the S&P 500 Index includes
subjective criteria that will keep both Uber and
WeWork out. But behemoths like the Russell
3000 Index contain no such protections.
To avoid exposure to ticking time bombs

like Lyft, WeWork, and Uber, make sure
you understand the indexes behind
your index funds. Specifically, steer clear of

the widely held Russell index funds, which
indiscriminately hold all large companies.
Instead, focus on indexes with qualitative
and quantitative screening criteria – like the
S&P 500.
Without taking these simple precautions,
Lyft, Uber, and WeWork will almost certainly
be making their way to a retirement account
near you. It’s a scary proposition... because
Ben Graham was right... eventually, the
markets will figure things out. In turn, shares
of these companies will tank.
Remember... the last time Masa went all-in on
technology companies, he personally lost $70
billion. If you’re not careful, this time it could
be you left holding the bag.

Without taking these
simple precautions, Lyft,
Uber, and WeWork will
almost certainly be making
their way to a retirement
account near you.
Bryan Beach is a former “Big Four”
auditor and a CPA who holds bachelor’s
and master’s degrees in Business and
Accounting. He spent six years in public
accounting, and then a number of years
as a controller and director of publicly
held software companies. Today, he is
the editor and analyst of an advisory
service focused on small-cap value
investing.
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FED UP WITH THE SUPREME COURT,
DEMOCRATS PROPOSE “REFORMS”
No matter how much we might rage against the political calendar (the
bastards are encouraged even if we don’t vote), the 2020 presidential race
is upon us. Having finally learned the lesson of ceding judicial nominations
to the Republican Party, all 837 Democrats running for the White House
are determined to make the Supreme Court a campaign issue.

But this isn’t just the usual demagoguery
about how the Federalist Society picks
judges to create a world where, to quote Ted
Kennedy’s 1987 calumnies against nominee
Robert Bork and a conservative Court,
“women would be forced into back-alley
abortions, blacks would sit at segregated
lunch counters, rogue police could break
down citizens’ doors in midnight raids,
schoolchildren could not be taught about
evolution, writers and artists could be
censored at the whim of the government, and
the doors of the federal courts would be shut
42
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on the fingers of millions of citizens.”
No, the play now is to pack the Court,
among other “reforms” to our constitutional
structure. (“Reform” meaning, of course,
“radical change that will make James Madison
spin in his grave.”)
Democrats have made Merrick Garland
the holy martyr of this crusade. This in
retaliation for the Republicans’ violation of
the Constitution’s “Supreme Court nominees
must get hearings and votes no matter what”
clause. Senates, the Democrats claim, are

SCOTUS
Agonistes
expected to confirm forthwith nominees
made by a president of the opposing party to
high-court vacancies arising in presidential
election years. Indeed, that has happened... as
recently as 1888.
And in 1992 when a young Judiciary
Committee Chairman named Joe Biden
said that presidents shouldn’t get to appoint
justices in the last year of their terms, that
was totally different... Just like it was different
when Senator Chuck Schumer said the same
in 2007, because the presidents then were
Republicans.
Not that Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell couldn’t cite longstanding
precedent for his own decision to ignore
Garland – the first nominee on whom the
Senate took no action since the nomination of
Stanley Matthews in 1881. (A few nominees
withdrew before the Senate could non-act,
like Douglas Ginsburg in 1987. Ginsburg
smoked pot with his law students, and thus

became the Drug War’s last public casualty.)
To be fair to McConnell, he never claimed to
be making anything but a political argument:
That the voters, having in their infinite
wisdom re-elected President Barack Obama in
2012 but then flipped the Senate red in 2014,
deserved a chance to make up their minds.
And so, pursuant to the Senate’s power of
“advice and consent,” Republicans advised
the president that they would not, could not
consent to anyone he chose.

By Ilya
Shapiro

Senates, the Democrats
claim, are expected to
confirm forthwith nominees
made by a president of the
opposing party to highcourt vacancies arising
in presidential election
years. Indeed, that
has happened...
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SCOTUS
Agonistes
It was a risky maneuver, particularly given
that Hillary Clinton was a heavy favorite
to beat Donald Trump, and there was no
guarantee that she would re-nominate the
milquetoast Garland – as James Garfield had
done for Matthews back in those crazy 1880s.
We could’ve ended up with Justice Woke Karl
Marx, which is why at least some vulnerable
Republicans were expected to cave.
But to everyone’s surprise, Republican
senators’ spines held up and Trump won.
Keeping Justice Scalia’s seat open held the
GOP coalition together, providing the
winning margin in key states. Clinton hardly
mentioned the Court on the stump – Russian
hackers apparently got to her teleprompters,
in addition to rerouting her flights to avoid
Wisconsin – and Judiciary Committee
Chairman Chuck Grassley won by nearly
25% in supposedly swing-state Iowa.
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(I do feel sorry for Merrick Garland, but
it’s not like he’s been sent off an ice floe. He
remains in his “backup job” as chief judge
of the second-most powerful court, the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit,
where he can take revenge by ruling against
all sorts of Trump administration rules and
regulations.)
But Goodbye Kid Garland and Duke Nukem
Gorsuch are not all the Dems are upset about.
There was also the “law-pocalypse” when the
first “gay” justice (in the matter of rights, not
private life), Anthony Kennedy, retired, and
Trump nominated the all-too-heterosexual
Brett Kavanaugh in his place. Kavanaugh
faced a smear campaign unlike any since the
irascible Bork with his irascible beard, and
was confirmed 50-48, the narrowest margin
since – precedent rears its head again – the renominated Stanley Matthews’ 24-23 vote in
1881.

The Democrats believe
all this norm-breaking
can be remedied only by
breaking more norms...

Trump then scoured his wonderful list of
terrific judges (no really, the list is solid) and
picked Neil Gorsuch. Gorsuch was confirmed
despite having published a paper for the
Cato Institute when he was 25, but only after a
party-line vote on the so-called “nuclear option”
to blow up Supreme Court filibusters – the
need to get 60 votes on the motion to proceed
before proceeding on the motion to vote.

If Gorsuch sits in a “stolen” seat, Kavanaugh’s
sin – even before the 11th-hour sexual-assault
allegations – is that he’s in the “catbird seat”
against swing-vote liberalism and gives Trump
some sort of immunity from prosecution. (As
if he’s Michael Cohen with a Yale degree.)

Combined with then-Majority Leader Harry
Reid’s “tactical nuke” of lower-court filibusters
in 2013, this returned Senate practice to what
it was a decade earlier, when only a majority
could stall a nomination.

The Democrats believe all this norm-breaking
can be remedied only by breaking more
norms – like expanding the Supreme Court,
eliminating the Electoral College, lowering
the voting age to 16, restricting political
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speech, and giving the Federal Election
Commission a partisan slant. Only then will
America be safe for Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez.
Let’s focus on the Court-packing, as all
the Democratic presidential contenders
have. “We are on the verge of a crisis of
confidence in the Supreme Court,” senatorsplained Kamala Harris (D-California), “and
everything is on the table.” (To be fair, Harris’
mention of “on the table” also may have been
a swipe at Robert “Beto” O’Rourke, who has
taken to standing on tables, bars, cars, and
pretty much every other raised surface in his
attempts at campaign visibility.) Meanwhile
Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-Massachusetts),
thinks packing the Court will somehow
depoliticize it.
Actually, there is one candidate who has shied
away from a call to add justices: Senator Cory
Booker (D-New Jersey), who has merely
endorsed Supreme Court term limits. What a
world where Spartacus is your voice of caution!
Caroline Fredrickson, president of the
American Constitution Society (the left-wing
counterpart to the Federalist Society and a
role I thought law schools and the American
Bar Association had already filled) reminds us
that it’s “not written in stone that the court
has nine seats.” Indeed, the Constitution
doesn’t specify a number, but each time
Congress has changed it there was a partisan
reason, and it didn’t always turn out so well.
The original Supreme Court had six seats,
but in 1801 Congress passed a law that
would’ve reduced the number of justices to
a tie-proof five while increasing the number
of circuit and district court judges. The idea
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SCOTUS
Agonistes
was to strengthen the power of the Federalistdominated judicial branch to thwart the
incoming Democratic-Republican president,
Thomas Jefferson.
Outgoing president John Adams rushed
to fill new judgeships created by that
“midnight judges act.” Some of those judicial
commissions didn’t get delivered until after
the inauguration of Jefferson, who declined
to honor them. That led to the foundational
case of American law, Marbury v. Madison,
which established “judicial review,” the
concept that the Supreme Court can decide
whether government actions violate the U.S.
Constitution.
Congress restored the Court to six seats in
1802 and added a seventh seat a few years
later, in part because Jefferson wanted to
check the Federalist Chief Justice John
Marshall. This early packing failed because
Marshall, the “Great Chief,” kept convincing
new justices to see things his way.
Eighth and ninth seats were added in 1837
to allow Andrew Jackson to push through his
“Make America Great Again” policies. One of
Jackson’s previous appointees, Roger Taney,
would author the Dred Scott fugitive-slave
ruling, with the support of justices appointed
to the two new seats.
Congress created a 10th seat in 1863 to assist
Abraham Lincoln’s somewhat novel wartime
constitutional interpretations. But that seat
was never filled, and we’ve never actually had
more than nine justices.
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During the partisan tensions of Reconstruction,
Congress declared that the next three justices to
leave wouldn’t be replaced, thereby blocking
any “Soft on the South” ruling President
Andrew Johnson might desire and leaving the
Court at seven seats.
After Johnson’s rocky tenure – he was
impeached and came within one vote of being
removed from office – Congress fixed the
number of justices at nine. That number has
now endured for 150 years.
Since then, the paradigmatic attempt at
court-packing was FDR’s judicial “reform”
bill of 1937. The president had just been
reelected handily – without any social-media
help from Stalinist Russia – but was frustrated
by the Supreme Court’s refusal to “like” the
New Deal.

The larger issue is that,
even if Democrats win
back both the White
House and Senate next
year – a big if, particularly
given an unfavorable
Senate map – they would
have to do away with the
legislative filibuster to pack
the Supreme Court.
Roosevelt proposed adding a new justice
for every old fogey, a formula that would
have allowed him to add six black-robed
henchmen.
This plan met heavy opposition from
Congress. It didn’t get a vote, despite
Democratic super-majorities that make

California’s current legislature look
competitive. It received a public rebuke
by FDR’s own vice president, John Nance
Garner. Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes
even testified against it before Congress.
Anger over the court-packing issue also
led to huge Democratic losses in the 1938
midterms. Republicans gained 81 seats in the
House and seven in the Senate, reducing the
Dems to mere comfortable majorities.
And yet, FDR still managed to pack the
Court. By the end of 1941, only two justices
remained from the Court he inherited eight
years earlier. And even this was anticlimactic.
In 1937 the Court turned more compliant
toward New Deal policies after “the switch
in time that saved nine.” The justices started
narrowly upholding expansive new programs
of the sort they had been striking down. (The
name of the justice who switched his vote?
Why, Roberts, of course.)
Nobody has really proposed packing the Court
since, preferring to either win elections or wait
for Republican-appointed justices to move left.
Modern Democrats, however, seem to have lost
confidence in either of those strategies, instead
turning to plans to “fix” the Court by adding a
few ideologically friendly justices.
But if Democrats think that doing so would
reduce political tensions, they’ve been
smoking too much of that plant that you
should be able to grow in your yard for your
own consumption but can’t as a matter of
federal law because of an otherwise privacyrights-inclined Court’s 2005 Gonzales v. Raich
decision. (In Raich, a six-justice majority –
including Antonin Scalia, with his Drug War
exception to the Commerce Clause – allowed

the feds to continue banning non-interstate
non-commercial marijuana.)
But I digress. The larger issue is that, even if
Democrats win back both the White House
and Senate next year – a big if, particularly
given an unfavorable Senate map – they
would have to do away with the legislative
filibuster to pack the Supreme Court.
And at that point, it’s “Nancy bar the door,”
with everything from “Medicare for All”
to the Green New Deal passable by simple
majorities. It would also mean, however, that
when Republicans regain control of Congress,
they would do the same for their priorities,
like repealing Medicare-for-All and the Green
New Deal. Plus adding even more justices. By
the time Barron Trump runs against President
Beyoncé, we’ll have a 53-member Court.
Of course, there might be some advantages
to having that many justices. The Supreme
Court would be able to hear more cases,
process petitions more efficiently, and
pay better attention to all that judicialadministration stuff. There would also be less
of a battle for each of the 53 seats than each
of the nine – and presumably fewer divisive
27-26 rulings than 5-4 ones now. Hey, maybe
I could even get appointed...
Come to think of it, this Court-packing
doesn’t sound half-bad.
Ilya Shapiro is director of the Robert A.
Levy Center for Constitutional Studies
at the Cato Institute. He’s also been
P.J. O’Rourke’s pro bono lawyer in four
Supreme Court cases – and worth
every penny.
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By Bill
Bonner

A TWO-PART DISCUSSION WITH

SHADES OF THE

PAST & F
Our generation is, of course, the most
fabulous group of people who ever
walked on two legs... with a more keenly
honed sense of right and wrong than any
other, before or after.
We not only care about our fellow man...
we also care about the blue-tailed horned
tree frog... and about the Earth itself.
Not only that, but we have an incredibly
learned view of how economies work. We
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FUTURE
AND, GOSH, ARE THEY PISSED...

can avoid the downswing of the business
cycle, almost indefinitely, and run up
such mountains of debt as previous
generations would have regarded with
alarm and disgust.

We know what we think of them – those
poor slobs of past generations and the
hopeless dumbos yet unborn – but in the
spirit of mischief, we thought we’d ask the
ghosts what they think of us.

But compared to us, those who came
before were morons... and those who will
come after will be idiots. No doubt about
it. Otherwise, we wouldn’t be undoing
the works of the past... and spending the
money of the future.

Today, we let a shade from the past
speak. Then, we will give the podium to a
phantom from the future:
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PART
ONE

CONVERSATIONS WITH A GHOST
“Uh... thanks for the opportunity, I guess.
Gosh, nobody ever asked what I thought... I
mean, speaking from beyond the grave and
all. So here goes.”

BIG DIFFERENCES
“I don’t mean to sound critical, but right off
the bat I notice some big differences between
what we did and what you are doing.
“Let’s begin with money. I died in 1960. The
federal budget was balanced when I checked
out. It’s not that we didn’t know about debt.
We ran up huge debts in WWII.
“But we were fighting a real war. One we
could lose. Not some phony-baloney war with
people who didn’t have a country, an army,
a navy, or an air force. ‘Terrorists,’ you call
them. Ha ha.
“And then, when our real war was over, we
sent the troops home, cut the military budget,
and began paying down the debt. Isn’t that
the right way to do it?
“But you didn’t have any war to fight... and
when your only adversary – the Soviet Union
– threw in the towel, instead of cutting back
on the military, you actually increased it.
Geez, what were you thinking?
“Spending more money on ‘defense,’ even
though you don’t have any enemies you
needed to defend against? I don’t get it.
“And you increased spending on domestic
50
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giveaways, too – medical care and social
security pensions, mostly. And I’m not
going to bother with all those crazy agencies
and departments that spend a few billion
here and a few billion there... and nobody
knows what the heck it is for.
“And the result is that now, you’ve got a
debt of $22 trillion that you can’t possibly
pay. They still taught arithmetic when I was
in school. And I see you’re spending 38% of
GDP, but you’re only collecting about 17%
of GDP in taxes.
“And this is in a time of peace. And
prosperity. What’s going to happen if you
ever have a real war? Or a real depression?
I’ll tell you... those numbers – bad as they
are – are going to get a lot worse. And you’re
going to have a real crisis on your hands.
“What kind of financial management
is that? And you’ve got a Fed that is
manipulating interest rates to encourage
people to borrow more. I don’t get that,
either.
“And you think you’re so smart... with
all those PhDs at the Fed. Well, let me
ask you something. We got 5% growth...
throughout the 1950s. You’ve barely got 2%
for the last 10 years. We did it while paying
down the national debt. You added $13
trillion. How come?
“And our wages went up – for working
people, as well as managers and executives

– year after year. Your wages (except for the
rich) have been flat for 40 years. Why is that?”

GENIUSES AND SAINTS
“But let’s switch to politics. We had some
heated political debates in our day, too. But
people were still usually polite and dignified.
And their private lives were generally offlimits.
“And compared to the candidates you vote
for, ours were geniuses... and saints. I voted
for Eisenhower, a guy who led the largest
successful seaborne invasion of all time.
Whom did you vote for?
“Honestly, in a nation of 330 million people,
couldn’t you find any better candidates than
a big-mouth draft-dodger... or a person who
says he’s a ‘socialist’? How can you claim to be
an American and support either one of them?
“And your president, who never saw a single
day of military service, seems to think it is his
duty to tarnish the reputation of a dead man
who spent five and a half years in a prisonerof-war camp. He says he likes soldiers who
weren’t captured.
“In World War II, we had 120,000 men who
spent time in enemy prisoner-of-war camps.
Four out of 10 of those captured by the
Japanese died in their horrible camps. The rest
came back heroes. And if any politician had
dared to say anything against them, his career
would have been over.
“What happened? What changed? What’s
wrong with you?”

MAKING
PROGRESS?
“But I’m not finished. That’s just
politics and economics. I see, in
Baltimore and many other cities,
you’re taking down the monuments
to Confederate soldiers... and to a
Supreme Court judge.
“And you can’t listen to Amos ‘n’
Andy... and some schools want to ban
Tom Sawyer. You say we were ‘racists.’
You say we were ‘homophobic,’
whatever that means. And we didn’t
have special bathrooms for ‘trans’ people,
whatever they are. And you say we were all
‘misogynists.’ You can’t even ask a girl out
without risking a federal case.
“But what makes you think our fathers and
grandfathers were any more nasty or meanspirited than you are? They put up those
monuments – to soldiers of the North and
the South in the War Between the States –

We had some heated political
debates in our day, too. But
people were still usually polite
and dignified.
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because they wanted to honor men who did
their duty, as they saw it, and died for a cause
they believed in.
“And now you come along and tear down
those statues. Who do you think you are?
What do you know about their suffering?
What do you know about their sense of
honor... or right and wrong... and what is
worth remembering?
“And you think you’re making progress? You
think you’ve made a better world? Well, it
doesn’t seem better to me. Back in my day,
we could laugh at each other... and ourselves.
Now, you can’t laugh at all. You take
everything deadly serious. You tell a joke and
your career is over.
“And there were a lot of things that were just
better back in my day. We didn’t need no
damned wall with Mexico. We got along with
the Mexicans just fine without a wall.
“We didn’t have any federal welfare program,
so those who came across the border came
to work and we were happy to have them.
By the way, you spent $22 trillion on antipoverty programs over the last 50 years. And
guess what? The percentage of poor people
when you started was about 15%. And it’s
still 15%. Good work.
“We didn’t have a drug war, either... So we
didn’t have all the violence you have. Didn’t
you learn anything from our Prohibition
program? It was a disaster. And we could
have told you that your prohibition on drugs
would be a disaster, too.
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“You spent $1 trillion on your campaign to
eliminate illegal drugs – while simultaneously
promoting legal drugs, which often turned
out to be more dangerous.
“And now you’re spending $100 billion per
year. What do you get for it? The rate of drug
use remains about the same... but you arrest
1.5 million people per year on drug charges.
Good work, again.
“And we didn’t need a trade war, either. We
had the strongest economy on the planet,
with trade that was in balance. Of course, we
also had real money back then – a dollar that
was backed by gold... so neither trade nor
debt could get too far out of whack.
“I’m not saying we were perfect. Of course we
weren’t. But we weren’t any worse than you are.
“So how can you be so sure we were wrong...
that we were so awful?
“Do you think we didn’t care about right and
wrong... and didn’t try to separate good from
bad... in our own way? Do you think you’re
so smart... so pure... so sure you’re right about
everything that anyone who ever had any
different ideas must have been either evil or
stupid?
“Do you think that the thousand generations
that came before you had learned nothing...
and had nothing to teach you? So that you
can ignore everything they told you?
“You think that, don’t you? Well, I think
you’re a fool.”

PART
TWO

A MESSAGE FROM THE FUTURE

Rather than pass judgement ourselves,
we call upon the dead... and the unborn...
to do the talking. Now we’ll let the
phantoms of the future tell their tale:

“Thanks. I’ll get right down to it. Thanks a
lot... you jerks.
“You’re supposed to leave your children and
grandchildren a richer, safer world. You are
doing neither.
“You ran up $22 trillion in debt by 2019.
Who did you think was going to pay that?
Not you. Donald Trump was already 72.
And the average baby boomer was in his 60s,
getting ready for retirement. He expected to
draw medical and pension benefits for 20
years. Where did you think that money would
come from?
“The feds were already running deficits of
$1 trillion per year. At that rate, it was just a
matter of time before they went broke. But
rather than put on the brakes, you just kept
at it... So the debt hit $40 trillion by 2030.”
[Our speaker has the advantage of being able
to see what happens in the future.]

“What’d you think? That you needed that
money so much more than we did? That we
should pay for your stupid wars... your stupid
programs... and your stupid medical and
retirement benefits? Didn’t it occur to you
that we might have our own stupid programs?
“And didn’t you ever stop to think that we
might have some ideas of our own? You
think your hopes and your desires are of such
paramount importance that you can’t imagine
that any future generation could have an
agenda of its own?
“You spend $800 billion a year claiming
to defend yourself. Against
whom? You build all
those ships... and
planes... and have
troops stationed
all over the
world... What
do you think
you’re doing...
preparing to
re-fight WWII?
Well, I got news:
No WWII replay
is coming.”

You’re supposed to leave your children
and grandchildren a richer, safer world.
You are doing neither.
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SOME MIRACLE
“And then there are your other dumb
programs... fighting drugs... rounding
up immigrants... subsidizing poverty...
encouraging ‘equality’... keeping the planet
from overheating... paying people with
handicaps... offering unlimited free medical
services to old people...
“... I could go down the list of all the things
you spent money on. About one out of every
three dollars was borrowed. Now, what does
that mean? It means you wanted it, but you
were unwilling to pay for it.
“So you took the money from us – in future
generations, who weren’t even born then...
and had no say in it – to pay for a third of
your numbskull spending.
“Did you think that we would be such
morons that we wouldn’t be able to come up
with any boondoggles of our own? That you
had to spend our money for us... because
we wouldn’t be smart enough to spend it for
ourselves?
“And just look at what you spent the money
on. The War on Poverty had no effect on
poverty. The war on drugs just increased the
population of prison inmates... and made

The War on Poverty had no
effect on poverty. The war
on drugs just increased the
population of prison inmates...
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the streets much more violent. The war on
terrorism radicalized Muslims so they wanted
to kill us. And your cockamamie finances
opened the door to a series of calamities.
“You want to know what happened? It was
obvious. But you never even bothered to look.
You must have thought some miracle would
take care of it. But someone had to pay that
$40 trillion of debt. And guess who did? We
did.
“We neither borrowed it, nor lent it, but we
suffered one financial disaster after another, as
the feds kept trying to avoid it.”

CRASH OF 2019
“First, the Crash of 2019 caused the feds to
panic. They tried the same tricks they used in
2000 and 2008. But they didn’t work (partly
because they never ‘normalized’ interest rates.)
So, they turned from monetary stimulus
(the Fed) to fiscal stimulus (the federal
government).
“The Trump government passed another
tax cut and a big infrastructure bill (more
stimulus). Now the deficit was at $2 trillion.
Still, everything seemed to be going okay for
a while. But by then, the whole economy was
running on fake money.
“More than half of federal spending, for
example, was funded by the Fed. And after
a while, we noticed prices beginning to edge
up as the money worked its way into the
economy.
“At first, it seemed like a good thing. Finally,
the economists said, we were overcoming the
deflation. The stock market went up. It was

the best performer in the world in 2023, for
example.
“But it was all phony. All distortions. The feds
were printing money and pumping it into
the economy. We all felt richer, at first. The
economy seemed to be picking up. But then,
as prices continued up, we realized that it was
no different from Zimbabwe... or Venezuela...
or Argentina.
“That’s when it got really rough. People were
getting poorer and losing faith in the system.
“This was at the end of Trump’s second
term. The two parties had radicalized, with
the Trump supporters on one side and the
socialists of AOC on the other. They would
each hold political rallies, and one side would
attack the other. It was getting bad. Almost
like a civil war.
“You can’t hold an honest election in those
circumstances. So Trump called another state
of emergency. And he put into place that
Chinese system of social credit. Everybody
got a score. And if you were seen at a
demonstration or you said something against
the government, you lost points. Then, they’d
cancel your credit card or take away your job.
“It sounds harsh. But it’s probably a good
thing he did it. Because things were getting
out of control. Inflation was running about
40% per year. But what did you expect? You
set that up... your generation.”

‘IT WAS YOUR FAULT’
“The retirees – your generation – weren’t
going to agree to a reduction in benefits.
And the military wasn’t about to surrender

We voted for AOC... And then
Donald Trump cancelled our
votes because it was a national
emergency.
its honey pot. The result was political and
economic dysfunction. Nobody could cut
spending because the other side wouldn’t go
along with it.
“And who were the main victims? You’re
hearing from them now. The young. Even
the unborn. Depression, inflation, martial
law, street fighting, repression... Young people
couldn’t get jobs... and couldn’t cover their
own living expenses.
“We had to live with Mom and Dad... and
yes, we voted for AOC because at least she
promised to forgive our student loans and
give us an income. And then Donald Trump
cancelled our votes because it was a national
emergency.
“It was crazy. But it was your fault. Jerks... We
spit on your graves...”
Bill Bonner is the underground news
mogul and founder of The Agora
publishing company. He’s written
the New York Times bestselling book
Empire of Debt and most recently
published Hormegeddon: How Too
Much of A Good Thing Leads to
Disaster. He is one of the great writers
and minds in America today and
also publishes a free daily letter,
Bill Bonner’s Diary, which you can sign
up for here: bonnerandpartners.com.
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is a LIBERTARIAN
FOREIGN POLICY
even possible?
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THE "POWELL DOCTRINE"
GIVES US A CLUE
As someone who subscribes to the
principles of libertarianism, I have a
problem with foreign policy. Libertarian
philosophy is based on individual
freedom and responsibility. Yet, many of
the world’s individuals aren’t free and,
in foreign-policy terms, none of them
are individuals. They’re all little bits and
pieces of a nation, and herein lies the
problem...

By P.J.
O'Rourke

CLICK HERE TO

READ THE WEB VERSION
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An assembly of nations cannot be governed
like an assembly of individuals.
Nations don’t have equal rights before the law
because... there isn’t any law. (Oh, supposedly,
there’s such a thing as “International Law”
but, really? Nice try, World Court in the
Hague.)
Foreign policy is ruled by force. Matthew
11:12 says, “The kingdom of heaven suffereth
violence, and the violent bear it away.”
Foreign policy is never an individual
enterprise. “I’m going to invade Ukraine,” is a
harmless statement – at most a plea for help
from mental health professionals. “Russia is
going to invade Ukraine,” is a different kind
of statement. Especially if it’s made by the
Kremlin.
Foreign policy is always a collective enterprise.
Even the freest nations bind their citizens
into collective enterprises, particularly when
it comes to international relations. In fact,
international relations are worse than actual
relations, like my Grandfather O’Rourke said,
“I don’t care if the kids next door all won
Nobel Peace Prizes and all your cousins are in
jail, family is family.”
Collective enterprise undercuts individual
enterprise. Inside a free nation, individual
self-interests are balanced through democracy
and rule of law. Therefore, individual
enterprise can be assumed to be – in the long
term, on average, in aggregate – rational.
Collective enterprise can be assumed to be
no such thing. Collective enterprises, such as
foreign policy, have no balancing mechanisms
with other collective enterprises, such as
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foreigners’ foreign policy.
Collective enterprises may be inert and
benign like coral reefs. But even then, they’re
thoughtless and stupid and lack individual
liberty and dignity...
When humans are involved, you do as
you’re told, when you’re told, usually by a
government whose only interest is its own
preservation of power. Human collective
enterprises are busy and active and fraught
with potential for, at best, amoral conduct
and, at worst, outright evils such as
dictatorship, oligarchy, or mob rule.

Foreign policy is always
a collective enterprise.
Even the freest nations
bind their citizens into
collective enterprises,
particularly when it comes
to international relations.
The dictators and oligarchs might be,
individually, nice enough people. (I have
it on good authority that even Bashar alAssad is personable around the house.) But
they will give into the temptations of their
collective power. And collective power,
unlike individual liberty, is not constrained
by reason. Likewise, mob rule is extremely
dangerous no matter whether the mob is
wearing slogan t-shirts and carrying handlettered placards or wearing bed sheets and
carrying flaming crosses.
In other words, collective enterprises suck,
and foreign policy is one. So, what’s the
solution?

We’ve tried having no foreign policy at all and
got Pearl Harbor... Isolationism didn’t work.
We’ve tried aggressive internationalism and
found ourselves in Vietnam...
We’ve tried apologizing for our aggressive
internationalism under Obama, and ended up
with the Arab Spring...
We’ve tried sanctions, yet Putin persists,
Kim Jong Un endures, and the Ayatollah
Khamenei abides...
And we’ve tried electing a loudmouth
commander in chief and having him go
CAPS LOCK on Twitter.
There’s no such thing as a foreign policy that
“works” in the sense of making problems with
foreign countries go away. It’s like an endless
road trip with kids in the back seat of the
car. Sooner or later we’ll have to turn around
and say, “Don’t make me come back there,”
knowing full well that the only result will be
more fighting.
It’s the use of military force in America’s
foreign policy that’s the crux of the matter
– the realpolitik equivalent of parents who
spank. Use of military force is definitionally
a collective enterprise. And it’s the part of
foreign policy that’s much more dangerous
than, for example, trade agreements. I’d rather
pay lots for high tariff goods at Target than shoot
people, not to mention them shooting back.
One of the clearest thinkers about American
use of military force is former National
Security Advisor, former Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and former Secretary of
State Colin Powell.

Gen. Powell was Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
during the 1990-1991 Gulf War (which actually
did work). He proposed eight questions that
should all be answered “yes” before America
uses military force. These questions became
known as the “Powell Doctrine.”
Let’s apply the Powell Doctrine to a current
foreign policy issue. Not a grave, portentous
geo-political foreign policy issue like the
Middle East. That’s too complicated. We’d be
here (like the Middle East has been there) for
a couple thousand years. Let’s apply the Powell
Doctrine to a less sweeping foreign policy issue
closer to home – illegal immigration.

It’s the use of military
force in America’s foreign
policy that’s the crux
of the matter –
the realpolitik equivalent
of parents who spank.
The U.S. has deployed more than 6,000
troops on the Mexican-American border
to stop illegal immigration. Put that to the
Powell Doctrine test:

1. Is a vital national security interest
threatened?
Well, rag-tag bands of Guatemalans,
Salvadorans, and unemployed campesinos
hardly make for a Red Dawn scenario. And,
say what you will against illegal immigrants,
their cuisine is a lot better than the commies’.

2. Do we have a clear attainable
objective?
No immigrants at all? I’d be digging taters in
County Mayo, Ireland.
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3. Have the risks and costs been
fully and frankly analyzed?
Mexico, I’ve been told, is paying for the costs
of the wall, but there seem to be some risks
that the check will get lost in the mail.

4. Have all other non-violent policy
means been fully exhausted?
There are 16,600 (reasonably) non-violent
border patrol agents assigned to the region,
and they are tired. But if we gave them some
energy drinks to keep them up all night, they
could stand in a line along the 2000-mile
international boundary and be only about
600 feet apart... Or we could reform our
immigration process so that applicants for
residency got a quick, clear answer without
arrest, detention, and/or years of bureaucratic
wrangling.

7. Is the action supported by the
American people?
In the “paid for” sense of supported?
Considering our deficit and national debt,
Americans aren’t supporting anything these
days.

8. Do we have genuine broad
international support?
Ha! Our strongest international supporters
are all trying to get into America illegally.

5. Is there a plausible exit strategy to
Of course, no doctrine is perfect. Powell
avoid endless entanglement?
Other than conquering Mexico? We tried that
already. Of course, if we’d left well enough
alone in 1846, the people now trying to sneak
across our border would be Californians.
Frankly, I’d rather have the people we’re
getting.

6. Have the consequences of our
action been fully considered?
No. If it weren’t for illegal immigrants, I
couldn’t find anybody to mow my lawn. Not
to mention that American businesses (such as
agriculture of the kind that’s more extensive
than my lawn) are already having a hard time
finding people to fill the difficult and laborintensive jobs that immigrants are willing
to do.
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himself violated the Powell Doctrine when,
as Secretary of State, basing his decision on
imperfect and distorted intelligence reports,
he countenanced the Iraq War. (Which didn’t
work.)
But at least Gen. Powell had devised a
rational means of thinking about a collective
enterprise with an individual mind.
If we applied the Powell Doctrine rigorously
to American foreign policy, I wonder how
many things we’d find that are more absurd
and perilous than deploying the military to
the middle of nowhere to prevent my lawn
from being mowed?

COLIN POWELL IS A MAN I RESPECT
AND ADMIRE. And I really like him too,
even though I’ve met him only a few times.
I interviewed Powell in the early 2000s, when
I was working for The Atlantic Monthly and he
was Secretary of State. The Atlantic Monthly
is a magazine that takes itself very seriously,
something Secretary Powell does not.
For example, he tells a great story about the
relentless tendency of government to govern,
no matter what...
Shortly after 9/11, the thenSecretary of State bought a
first-class, one-way airline
ticket to New York City,
doing so at the airline
ticket counter, with cash,
and without a reservation.
As a result, he was fasttracked to a full body
search and complete luggage
dissection – from TSA agents
who recognized him. “Hi, Secretary
Powell! We’ll be done here in a moment, Sir!”
My interview – The Atlantic Monthly being
The Atlantic Monthly – was supposed to be
very serious. (Probably about the Powell
Doctrine or something.) But Secretary Powell
likes cars and so do I, and we spent the hour
in his vast, trappings-of-power, Secretary of
State office talking about old Volvos.
They’re a favorite of Powell’s. My Atlantic
Monthly editors were not wildly pleased when

I came back with a 60-minute tape-recorded
on-the-record discussion of Volvo PV544s,
122s, 140s, 164s, and P1800 Ghia-bodied
sport coupes.
But I thought it was valuable information.
Old Volvos are an important element in
certain vital security issues, such as your kids
starting to drive...
Years later, when my eldest daughter turned
16, I got her an old Volvo – a 2007 XC70
with 100,000 miles on it. Of course –
16-year-olds being 16-year-olds – she had
an accident. She was driving down
a back road with a Toyota in
front of her and a Honda
behind. A deer ran in front
of the Toyota whose driver
slammed on the brakes. My
daughter rear-ended the
Toyota, and the Honda rearended my daughter.
The Toyota’s trunk was bashed
in almost to the rear window...
The Honda’s hood was crumpled up to the
windshield... The Volvo? A broken taillight.
My eldest daughter is now off at college,
while her younger sister is driving the XC70.
And she’s about to pass it down to her kid
brother.
Thank you, Colin Powell, for more than just
the Powell Doctrine.
– P.J. O’R.

on a personal note
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About
Warming

Decades of climate-change
exaggeration in the West have
produced frightened children,
febrile headlines, and unrealistic
political promises. The world
needs a cooler approach that
addresses climate change smartly
without scaring us needlessly and
that pays heed to the many other
challenges facing the planet.

On March 15, across the rich world,
school students walked out of
classrooms and took to the streets
to call for action against climate change.
The “Youth Climate Strike” was inspired by
16-year-old Swedish activist Greta Thunberg,
who blasts the media and political leaders
for ignoring global warming and wants us to
“panic.”

By Bjørn
Lomborg

Although the students’ passion is admirable,
their focus is misguided. This is largely the
fault of adults, who must take responsibility
for frightening children unnecessarily about
climate change. It is little wonder that kids
are scared when grown-ups paint such a
horrific picture of global warming.
For starters, leading politicians and much of
the media have prioritized climate change
over other issues facing the planet. Last
September, United Nations Secretary-General
António Guterres described climate change as
a “direct existential threat” that may become
a “runaway” problem. Last February, The New
York Times ran a front-page commentary on
American Consequences
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the issue with the headline “Time to Panic.”
And some prominent politicians, as well as
many activists, have taken the latest report
from the United Nations Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to suggest
the world will come to an end in just 12
years.
This normalization of extreme language
reflects decades of climate-change alarmism.
The most famous clip from Al Gore’s 2006
film An Inconvenient Truth showed how a
20-foot rise in sea level would flood Florida,
New York, the Netherlands, Bangladesh,
and Shanghai – omitting the fact that this
was seven times worse than the worst-case
scenario.
A separate report that year described how
such alarmism “might even become secretly
thrilling – effectively a form of ‘climate
porn.’” And in 2007, The Washington Post
reported that “for many children and young
adults, global warming is the atomic bomb of
today.”
When the language stops being scary, it gets
ramped up again. British environmental
campaigner George Monbiot, for example,
has suggested that the term “climate change”
is no longer adequate and should be replaced
by “catastrophic climate breakdown.”
Educational materials often don’t help, either.
One officially endorsed geography textbook
in the United Kingdom suggests that global
warming will be worse than famine, plague,
or nuclear war, while Education Scotland has
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recommended The Day After Tomorrow as
suitable for climate-change education. This is
the film, remember, in which climate change
leads to a global freeze and a 50-foot wall of
water flooding New York, man-eating wolves
escape from the zoo, and – spoiler alert –
Queen Elizabeth II’s frozen helicopter falls
from the sky.
Reality would sell far fewer newspapers.
Yes, global warming is a problem, but it
is nowhere near a catastrophe. The IPCC
estimates that the total impact of global
warming by the 2070s will be equivalent
to an average loss of income of 0.2-2% –
similar to one recession over the next halfcentury. The panel also says that climate
change will have a “small” economic impact
compared to changes in population, age,
income, technology, relative prices, lifestyle,
regulation, and governance.
And while media showcase the terrifying
impacts of every hurricane, the IPCC finds
that “globally, there is low confidence in
attribution of changes in [hurricanes] to
human influence.” What’s more, the number

Decades of fearmongering
have gotten us almost
nowhere. What they have
done is prompt grand
political gestures, such
as the unrealistic cuts in
carbon dioxide emissions
that almost every country
except the U.S. has
promised under the 2015
Paris climate agreement.

of hurricanes that make landfall in the United
States has decreased, as has the number of
strong hurricanes. Adjusted for population
and wealth, hurricane costs show “no trend,”
according to a new study published in Nature.
Another Nature study shows that although
climate change will increase hurricane
damage, greater wealth will make us even
more resilient. Today, hurricanes cost the
world 0.04% of GDP, but in 2100, even with
global warming, they will cost half as much,
or 0.02% of GDP. And, contrary to breathless
media reports, the relative global cost of
all extreme weather since 1990 has been
declining, not increasing.
Perhaps even more astoundingly, the number
of people dying each year from weatherrelated catastrophes has plummeted 95% over
the past century, from almost a half-million
to under 20,000 today – while the world’s
population has quadrupled.
Meanwhile, decades of fearmongering have
gotten us almost nowhere. What they have
done is prompt grand political gestures,
such as the unrealistic cuts in carbon dioxide
emissions that almost every country except
the U.S. has promised under the 2015 Paris
climate agreement. In total, these cuts will
cost $1 trillion to $2 trillion per year. But the
sum total of all these promises is less than 1%
of what is needed, and recent analysis shows
that very few countries are actually meeting
their commitments.
In this regard, the young protesters have a
point: the world is failing to solve climate
change. But the policy being pushed – even
bigger promises of faster carbon cuts – will

also fail, because green energy still isn’t ready.
Solar and wind currently provide less than
1% of the world’s energy, and already require
subsidies of $129 billion per year. The world
must invest more in green-energy research
and development eventually to bring the
prices of renewables below those of fossil
fuels, so that everyone will switch.
And although media reports describe the
youth climate protests as “global,” they have
taken place almost exclusively in wealthy
countries that have overcome more pressing
issues of survival. A truly global poll shows
that climate change is people’s lowest priority,
far behind health, education, and jobs.
In the Western world, decades of climatechange exaggeration have produced frightened
children, febrile headlines, and grand political
promises that aren’t being delivered. We need
a calmer approach that addresses climate
change without scaring us needlessly and that
pays heed to the many other challenges facing
the planet.

BJØRN LOMBORG, a visiting professor
at the Copenhagen Business School, is
Director of the Copenhagen Consensus
Center. His books include The Skeptical
Environmentalist, Cool It, How to Spend
$75 Billion to Make the World a Better
Place, The Nobel Laureates’ Guide to
the Smartest Targets for the World,
and, most recently, Prioritizing
Development. In 2004, he was named
one of Time magazine’s 100 most
influential people for his research on
the smartest ways to help the world.
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Since the birth of today’s bull
market in 2009, investors have been
pouring money into the market...
And yet, most folks don’t seem to care at all
about the inevitable storm on the horizon.

Take a look at the so-called “FANG” stocks:
Facebook, Apple, Netflix, and Google’s parent
company Alphabet. Microsoft, Nvidia, and
Amazon are frequently included in this group
of market bellwethers, too.

They’ve outperformed most stocks over
the past decade. They’re often discussed
as “no brainer” stocks to hold for the long
term because their businesses are viewed as
unbeatable. But if you look at these companies’
numbers, you’ll see something else...
For example, Amazon is viewed as a company
that can never do anything wrong. When it
announces plans to enter a new business, the
other stocks in that industry instantly sell off.

By Dan
Ferris
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However, the future might not be as rosy as it
appears for Amazon...
Value guru Murray Stahl – CEO of
investment adviser Horizon Kinetics –
recently discussed the company in his
quarterly investor letter. He noted that
current Wall Street estimates assume Amazon’s
profit per share will triple by 2022. And since
its sales aren’t expected to even double in
that time, Stahl explained that Amazon’s

profit margins would have to rise from the
current net margin of 4.34% to 10.22% to
meet that mark. As he concluded...
Even if the company manages to do all this,
the share price would not advance unless
the shares trade, in 2022, at a [price-toearnings (P/E)] ratio above 21.45 [times].
If, instead, the P/E ratio is 25 [times],

WILL YOUR PORTFOLIO
WEATHER THE COMING STORM?

OR SWIM
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and Amazon achieves all of this margin
expansion and all this profit growth, the
return to shareholders would be 5.23%
per [year]. Again, this makes the unlikely
assumption that the company issues no
more shares. It does seem like a great deal
of risk for a rather unexciting rate of return.

Stahl went through a similar exercise for
Netflix... It resulted in a similar conclusion.
Starting in late 2017, I sounded similar
alarms about Facebook... and the stock lost
19% of its value in a single day last July.
These are all great businesses, but here’s the
thing...
Even owning the best businesses won’t save you
during the next financial disaster.
In early 2000, most investors viewed tech
giant Cisco as the “no brainer”...
But then the dot-com bubble burst, and the
stock plummeted nearly 90% in the ensuing
bear market. Almost two decades later, Cisco
still hasn’t recovered to its dot-com high.
And it isn’t just the big, favored tech
companies... Investors also love to scoop up
shares of so-called “wide moat” brand-name
companies, planning to hold them for the
long term.
Stahl reviewed consumer-goods giants Kellogg
and PepsiCo in his letter...
He wondered how they’ll maintain their
moats as advertising spending and other
investment metrics decline. (For example,
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Kellogg’s ad spending fell 33% from 2010
to 2018.) Neither stock looks expensive at
around 14-15 times earnings today, but if
Stahl is right and growth fails to materialize as
expected, they could actually be overvalued at
these levels.
And Stahl isn’t the only one questioning
the sustainability of some big-name brands
today...
In 2013, investing legend Warren Buffett
worked with Brazilian investment firm 3G
Capital to buy ketchup maker H.J. Heinz and
form packaged-foods company Kraft Heinz.
But in a recent Financial Times interview,
Buffett did not disagree that 3G Capital likely

Even owning the best
businesses won’t save you
during the next financial
disaster.
sacrificed the long-term health of the business
for short-term profits by adding leverage and
cutting costs sharply. He denied the problem
was underinvestment in the brand, but
admitted with potentially worse consequences
over the long term: “overestimating the
strength of the Kraft Heinz brands and their
power with retailers.”
And 3G Capital’s leader, Jorge Lemann,
publicly admitted that sentiment last year. As he
explained to the crowd during the 2018 Milken
Institute Global Conference in April 2018...
I’ve been living in this cozy world of
old brands and big volumes. We bought
brands that we thought could last forever.

You could just focus on being very
efficient... All of a sudden we are being
disrupted.
The brands owned by Kraft Heinz – a
supposedly powerful brand-name company –
simply aren’t as strong nowadays as they were
in years past, just like Buffett and Lemann
said. So it shouldn’t be surprising that KraftHeinz’s stock tumbled 27% in a single day
in February after the company reported
disappointing results. Today, it’s about 30%
off its recent high.
Kraft Heinz won’t be the only victim... The
same thing will likely surprise the hell out of
shareholders of other big brands. That’s why
I’ve been cautious about recommending such
stocks to my Extreme Value subscribers lately.
Time will tell if I’m right, but the S&P 500
Consumer Discretionary Index currently
trades at 24 times earnings, and the S&P 500
Consumer Staples Index trades at 20 times
earnings. Those aren’t cheap. They’re the kind
of prices you pay when you aren’t worried
about anything.
You can also see investors’ complete lack of
concern in another place right now...
Gold and related stocks.
As longtime readers know, gold is the longesttenured financial asset on Earth. It has been
around for thousands and thousands of years.
Ancient Egyptians used electrum (an alloy of
gold and silver) 6,000 years ago. And yet, it’s
still around as a real store of wealth today.
Since President Richard Nixon killed the last
vestiges of the gold standard in 1971, the

metal has risen roughly 36-fold in price. That
more than adjusts for the 96% decrease in the
U.S. dollar’s value since the Federal Reserve
began managing the currency in 1913.
Which one sounds like the best form of
money and the best insurance against
monetary or economic catastrophe? Would
you rather have a fiat paper currency that
lost 96% of its value in a little more than a
century? Or would you rather have the most
consistently sought-after financial asset that
has maintained its value for the past 6,000
years?
Despite that, gold is languishing. And so is
the leveraged way of buying it – gold stocks...

Since Nixon killed the
last vestiges of the gold
standard in 1971, the metal
has risen 36-fold in price.
Today, gold trades for around $1,280 per
ounce, down about 30% from its 2011
highs. Meanwhile, the VanEck Vectors Gold
Miners Fund – an exchange-traded fund that
contains a basket of gold stocks – is down
roughly 70% from its 2011 highs.
If gold were as popular as it should be given
its history and the fact that stocks are more
expensive than they’ve ever been, there’s no
way I’d be able to pound the table like this.
But most investors just don’t seem to be
concerned today...
The Volatility Index (“VIX”) – the market’s “fear
gauge” – is around 14 today. When investors
are panicking, the VIX quickly soars...
American Consequences
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just have to see all the signs around you and
realize that it’s coming at some point soon.

We saw that in early 2018, when the VIX
soared to around 37 as the markets sold off.
And it happened again at the end of the
year... The VIX spiked from around 12 in
early October to about 37 by late December.
The VIX’s highest mark ever was 80 in
November 2008. Until then, it had never
breached 50. But as you can see, it spikes
quickly if investors get fearful.

EDITOR’S NOTE:

Since May 2017, I’ve
urged investors to be
cautious...

Last week, investing
legend Jim Rogers
cohosted the FREE
online Bear Market
Survival Event where
he talked to investors
about protecting their
portfolios from the
coming storm...

Last October, I
encouraged folks to buy
put options right before
the market fell 19%
through the end of the
year. Of course, as we
know, stocks rebounded
and the market is higher
now. But it hasn’t been a
smooth ride.

Event attendees learned
why the next bear
market will be the worst
in our lifetimes... how to
know when it’s arriving...
how to grow your
wealth while others are
wrestling with disaster...
and much more.

With the extremely high
valuation of the market
and low level of investor
concern, I believe we’ll
see plenty more bumps
along the way – even if
the bull market keeps
chugging along.

Is your portfolio
prepared? Click here to
find out.
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And the thing is, you
don’t have to know
exactly when the next
crash is coming... You

Some folks started becoming bearish in 1996
and 1997. Although the market didn’t bottom
for another five or six years, when it did, it
was right back to where it had been in 1997.
The same thing happened in the last financial
crisis in 2009. But that time, the ensuing
devastation was much worse... The market
went all the way back down to 1995 levels.
There has never been a better time to think
about market cycles. There has never been
a better time to question your underlying
assumptions about stocks, bonds, and gold.
And there has never been a better time to start
preparing for the storm that’s approaching...
When you look back two or three years from
now, you’ll wish you’d taken this advice. If
you think you can simply jump into any stock
between now and then, just remember that
Kraft Heinz and Facebook each lost at least
a fifth of their values in a single day in recent
months.
If that can happen to popular, large-cap
stocks, it can happen to any stock on the
planet.

Dan Ferris is the editor of Extreme
Value, a monthly investment advisory
that focuses on some of the safest
and yet most profitable stocks in the
market: great businesses trading at
steep discounts. His work has been
covered extensively in Barron’s and
other respected news outlets.

ADVERTORIAL

Are You Afraid to Retire?
If you’re one of the millions of
Americans who weren’t lucky enough
to collect a full pension, please give
this message your attention…
I want to show you how you could
start to make up for a serious
retirement shortfall starting
today.
You may not know it, but there’s a
window of opportunity opening up
right now… and you can’t afford to
pass this up if you’re over 52 years
old.
It’s a way you can rewrite your
retirement script.
And it doesn’t require a giant nestegg or taking on crazy amounts of
risk.
The methods I’m talking about are
currently helping 30,000 people to
“reset” their retirements with
more confidence and security than
they ever thought possible.

Like James R. from Maine, who
reported after 7-1/2 months…
“I am up about 300% from where I
started…”
James’ friends have taken note too.
James beat one of his friend’s
broker’s picks by $12,000 in two
days, using my methods.
“My risk was way less,” James told
me.,
He showed another friend how she
could have been up over $200,000.
James said he’s had 3 people want to
pay him for what he’s learned.

Click here and join me on
May 21 to see why.

THE
VALUE OF FAKE

NEWS

On a trip to Ethiopia in the 1990s, I met
with Prime Minister Meles Zenawi to try to
persuade him to stop jailing journalists.

Since Meles’ guerillas had ousted a repressive
Soviet-backed dictatorship a few years before,
there had been an explosion of exuberant and
sometimes wildly inaccurate little newspapers,
many of them attacking Meles. So he had
cracked down, introducing laws criminalizing
what he called “insults” to the government
and fining and imprisoning journalists for
inaccuracies. Ethiopia quickly became one of
the world’s top jailors of journalists.
Now, with a new reformist prime minister,
Abiy Ahmed, in office for just one year,
Ethiopia has made so much progress in freeing
jailed journalists and lifting press controls that
it is hosting World Press Freedom Day.
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But don’t celebrate yet. Some in the newly
freed press are publishing sometimes
inaccurate stories – whipping up ethnic and
tribal enmity and attacking Abiy. With the
first free elections in 15 years taking place
next year, he is in the same spot Meles was,
and is considering restoring some of the press
controls he had canceled.
Before he does that, he should take a long
and critical look at Meles’s crackdown and the
lesson it holds: journalists are irrepressible,

and controlling them achieves nothing in
the long run. In fact, it merely delays the
development of a more professional media.
Meles had offered a simple explanation for his
government’s actions. “Our journalists are not
professional like those in the United States
and Western Europe,” he told me. “They do
not know how to report the news accurately.
We must set guidelines for them until they
learn how to do their jobs.” If he were alive
today, Meles would probably be railing
against “fake news.”
Over more than three decades of fighting
for a worldwide free press, and as an early
chairman of the Committee to Protect
Journalists, I have heard arguments like
Meles’ many times. Journalists, officials in
emerging democracies often insist, must be
constrained by the state until they are able
to carry out their work responsibly. But
rather than accelerating the development of a
credible free press, this approach impedes it.
After my meeting with Meles, I began
seeking historical evidence for his claim
that insufficiently professional journalism
justified suppression of the press; that way, I
could counter his argument on my next trip.
I found one precedent in early U.S. history.
In fact, Meles’ words were eerily similar to
arguments made in the 18th century by U.S.
President John Adams and his Federalists,
who denounced a free and enthusiastic press
that disseminated criticism – both accurate
and inaccurate – of the new country’s
politicians.
Arguing that an unrestrained press threatened
America’s future, Adams succeeded

temporarily in stifling journalists in 1798,
when he signed the Alien and Sedition Acts,
which authorized imprisoning and fining
journalists who “write, print, utter, or publish
any false, scandalous and malicious writing”
against the government. Twenty newspaper
editors were subsequently jailed.

By Josh
Friedman

But Thomas Jefferson and his DemocraticRepublicans pushed back against the
Federalists, both in Congress and the courts.
And, fortunately for U.S. journalists, Jefferson
was elected president in 1800. Within two
years, the alien and sedition laws either
expired or were repealed. That opened the
way for the American press to experiment,
thereby developing – over more than two
centuries – a culture of deep and accurate
reporting, including consistent fact-checking.

There’s no shortcut to a
vibrant free press; it takes
a long period of trial and
error for the norms
and institutions of
professional journalism to
develop. Politicians must
trust the process – and
maintain a thick skin.
There’s no shortcut to a vibrant free press;
it takes a long period of trial and error for
the norms and institutions of professional
journalism to develop. Politicians must trust
the process – and maintain a thick skin.
While repressive media laws may benefit
leaders in the short run, in the long run, they
stunt the development of a country’s press.
American Consequences
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There is quantitative evidence
of this effect. When the French
Revolution began in 1789, press
restrictions were lifted. Four years
later, there were more than 400 newspapers
in the country, including 150 in Paris alone.
By 1799, that figure had risen to 1,300
newspapers across the country. That was
1,300 venues for aspiring journalists to learn
and hone their craft.
But the revolution took a repressive turn. By
the time Napoleon Bonaparte took power in
1799, the number of newspapers in Paris had
plunged to 72. He soon reduced that number
to 13, and then, in 1811, to four.

Allowing the press
to experiment, make
mistakes, and learn
from them has been
crucial to the success of
democracies worldwide.
Likewise, after the collapse of the Soviet
Union, media of all types flourished. But
some of the newly independent successor
states embraced the idea that media
“guidelines” were needed. Many enacted laws
that were advertised as ensuring a free press,
but that have been used to penalize journalists
for aggressive, critical reporting. Libel was
criminalized. Enormous fines were imposed
on independent publications, broadcasters,
and bloggers.
China and Turkey – both Olympic-level
jailers of journalists – have ramped up their
repression in recent years. Just last month,
Russian President Vladimir Putin signed new
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laws authorizing punishment of individuals and
online media for spreading so-called fake news
and information that “disrespects” the state.
U.S. President Donald Trump is trying to go
in the same direction. His constant branding
of journalists as “liars” and “enemies of the
people” echoes the Nazis’ preferred label for
the media: the Lügenpresse (lying press).
Even in the European Union, journalists
are still jailed for criminal libel and
insulting the government, according to a
2014 International Press Institute study.
“The vast majority of EU states maintain
criminal defamation provisions that provide
imprisonment as a possible punishment,”
the IPI found. “Prosecutions continue to be
carried out and journalists continue to be
sentenced to criminal punishments.”
Allowing the press to experiment, make
mistakes, and learn from them has been
crucial to the success of democracies
worldwide. That is why governments and civil
societies need to be vigilant in supporting a
free press, even – or especially – if it is still
developing.

Josh Friedman, a Pulitzer-Prize
winning journalist, was Chair of the
Committee to Protect Journalists and
Director of International Programs at the
Columbia University Graduate School
of Journalism. He now chairs the Logan
Nonfiction Program advisory board,
sits on the advisory board of the Dart
Center on Journalism and Trauma,
and serves as Vice-Chair at the Carey
Institute for Global Good.

ADVERTORIAL

This Socialist Scheme
Should Worry You

W

e are witnessing
a raging Socialist
movement in
America today. Just
for starters…I’m sure I don’t have to
tell you…
Three U.S. Senators have proposed
a new plan to guarantee every
American a government job.
America’s new political star,
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is pushing
for free medical care, free college, and
70% tax rates.
And a recent Gallup poll says more
Democrats now have a “positive
view” of Socialism (57%) than
Capitalism (47%).
But what no one’s really talking about
in the mainstream press is WHY this
is happening… and WHERE it’s all
headed.
Well, one wealthy businessman
says there’s a secret reason behind
this trend… and it’s all leading to a
political event unlike anything we’ve
seen in our country in more than 50
years.
If you care about your health…
your wealth… your family… and
your future… it’s critical for you to
understand what’s really happening

FULL STORY

Top: America’s new political star, Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez is pushing for free medical care,
free college, and 70% tax rates.
Above: New York Mayor Bill de Blasio is part of a
growing socialist movement brewing in America.

and what is most likely coming next.
I guarantee you, this written
analysis, by my friend and business
partner, Porter Stansberry, will help
you see these events in a different
light.
I strongly encourage you to check out
his short written analysis here…
Porter says what is about to happen
will “reset” the financial system in a
way most of us can’t even imagine.
If he’s even half right… it’s going
to have a huge impact on you and
your money. See Porter’s write-up
here…

IN MY OPINION
By Dr. Ron Paul

Political

JULIAN ASSANGE

L

ast month’s arrest of Wikileaks publisher
Julian Assange by the British government on
a U.S. extradition order is an attack on all of
us. It is an attack on the U.S. Constitution.
It is an attack on the free press. It
is an attack on free speech. It is an
attack on our right to know what
our government is doing with
our money in our names. Julian Assange is
every bit as much a political prisoner as was
Cardinal Mindszenty in Hungary or Nelson
Mandela in South Africa.
They, and so many more, were imprisoned
because they told the truth about their
governments.
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Repressive governments do not want their
citizens to know what they are up, to so
they insist on controlling the media. We are
taught, at the same time, that we have a free
press whose job it is to uncover the corruption
in our system so that we can demand our
political leaders make some changes or face
unemployment. That, we are told, is what
makes us different from the totalitarian.
The arrest of Assange is a canary in a coal
mine to warn us that something is very wrong
with our system.
What’s wrong? The U.S. mainstream media
always seems to do the bidding of the

Prisoner
U.S. government. That is why it rushed
to confirm Washington’s claim that the
Assange indictment was not in any way
about journalism. It was only about hacking
government computers!
As the New York Times said in an editorial,

The information in question
included a video showing
U.S. military personnel
participating in and
cheering on the murder of
Iraqi civilians.

sounding like a mouthpiece of the U.S.
government, Julian Assange committed “an
indisputable crime.” But was it? As actual
journalist Glenn Greenwald wrote last month,
what Julian Assange did in 2010, for which
he is facing extradition to the U.S., is no
different from what New York Times and other
journalists do every day! He attempted to help
Chelsea Manning shield her identity as she
blew the whistle on U.S. government crimes
to a publisher. The information in question
included a video showing U.S. military
personnel participating in and cheering
on the murder of Iraqi civilians. Why is it
criminal for us to know this?
American
AmericanConsequences
Consequences
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The difference is that what Assange and
Manning did embarrassed the U.S.
government, which was lying to us that it
was “liberating” Iraq and Afghanistan when it
was actually doing the opposite. Mainstream
journalists publish “leaks” that help bolster
the neocon or other vested narratives of the
different factions of the U.S. government.
That’s why the U.S. media wants to see
Assange in prison, or worse: He upset their
apple cart.
The lesson is clear: When you bolster the
government’s narrative, you are a “brave
journalist.” When you expose corruption
in government, you are a criminal. Do we
really want to live in a country where it
is illegal to learn that our government is
engaged in criminal acts? I thought we had an
obligation as an engaged citizenry to hold our
government accountable!
As long as Julian Assange is in prison, we are
all in prison. When the government has the
power to tell us what we are allowed to see,
hear, and know, we no longer live in a free
society. Julian Assange will be extradited to

When the government
has the power to tell us
what we are allowed to
see, hear, and know, we no
longer live in a free society.
the U.S. and he will have dozens of charges
piled on. They want him to disappear so
that the next Assange will think twice before
informing us of our government’s crimes. Are
we going to let them steal our freedom?
Copyright © 2019 by RonPaul Institute.
Reprinted with permission to reprint in
whole or in part is gladly granted, provided
full credit and a live link are given.
Dr. Ron Paul is a former member of
Congress and former presidential
candidate. While in Washington, D.C., he
was one of the few voices advocating
for limited government, individual
liberty, and sound fiscal principles. He is
the author of the No. 1 New York Times
bestselling books The Revolution: A
Manifesto and End the Fed.
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UBSCRIBE NOW

CLICK HERE
Make sure you subscribe by clicking here.
We’ll send you valuable updates and
always send an alert when the next issue is
published. When you subscribe, you’ll be the
first to know when future issues are published.

THE BOOK G
We return to the Grump’s core
mission of reading books on the New
York Times Business Books bestseller list... so you don’t have to.

In March and April, the Grump’s attention
was diverted, first by books about the
cannabis business – where there’s smoke
there’s... an author with a Cheech & Chong
brain – then by books from would-be 2020
presidential candidates – “Book ‘em, Danno.”
You’re a good
person and
make your
money honestly,
not through
intimidation and
attitude.

So, back to books telling you the
secret to success is reading books
telling you the secret to success.
Except, there is no secret. Find
something you’re able to do. Learn
to do it as well as you can. Work
hard. Have good luck.

Angela Duckworth, in Grit: The Power of
Passion and Perseverance, almost admits
to those plain truths, although she takes more
than 300 pages to say so: “What really
drives success is not ‘genius’ but a unique
combination of passion and long-term
perseverance.”
Of course, that’s also what drives serial
killers.
The Grump doesn’t know what drives Jen
Sincero, author of You Are a Badass at
Making Money.
No, you’re not. And what a terrible thing
to say. You’re a good person and make your
money honestly, not through intimidation
and attitude.
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Sincero’s motor-mouth, smart-mouth, pottymouth prose combines rather tepid life advice
with the rather hectic life of the author. The
book jacket says she’s a “Success Coach.” The
Grump has a mental picture of someone in
Dolce & Gabbana sweats with a Tiffany silver
whistle around her neck shouting, “Bench
press a $100 bill!”

Her previous books are Don’t Sleep With Your
Drummer and The Straight Girl’s Guide to
Sleeping With Chicks and You Are a Badass: How
to Stop Doubting Your Greatness and Start Living
an Awesome Life. Not that there’s anything
wrong with that. But the Grump has a feeling
that Jen Sincero is not the first person Warren
Buffett turns to for business consultation.
If you’re going to waste time, waste it on
something intelligent such as Thinking, Fast
and Slow by Daniel Kahneman, psychology
PhD, Princeton professor, and winner of

GRUMP

reviews business best-sellers

the Nobel Prize for his work in behavioral
economics.

students pass algebra by just having a hunch
about “X.”

Kahneman is a jargon-adverse explainer, an
excellent writer, a great story-teller, and, to
judge by his book, a good guy.

But you can over-analyze things, such going
to the bathroom.

He has spent a lifetime thinking about
thinking. There are two ways of thinking.
They are – as you may have gathered from
intuition or analysis – intuitive (“fast”) and
analytical (“slow”).
Intuitive thinking is basically not thinking at
all, as in “I did it without thinking.”
That’s fine when returning a 100-mph tennis
serve to just inside the baseline, but not when
leaving the standing rib roast on the edge of
the kitchen counter within reach of the dog.
Analytical thinking is what we do when we
solve complex problems. Very few high school

Flush toilets are a type of plumbing fixture and
usually incorporate an “S,” “U,” “J,” or
Analytical
“P” shaped bend called a trap that causes
thinking works
water to collect in the toilet bowl and act
best when we
as a seal against noxious gases. Most flush
don’t know
toilets are connected to a sewerage system...
what we’re
talking about
That’s the “flush toilet” Wikipedia entry,
and stop
and the Grump has a hunch the guy who
talking and go
wrote it didn’t make it to the toilet in
find out.
time and wet his pants.

Intuitive thinking works best when we
possess expertise in what we do. This is why we
can drive and chew gum at the same time. This
is also why the body-and-fender man found
all the gum wrappers in the Grump’s teenage
daughter’s wrecked car.
Analytical thinking works best when we don’t
know what we’re talking about and stop
talking and go find out.
Kahneman is a genius on the subject of
intuitive and analytical thinking – he must
be. He talks about the difference between
the two for 500 pages without making the
Grump want to go over to Princeton and
stick a sock in his mouth.
And genius is – sorry, Angela Duckworth –
another secret to success. But getting it is a
matter of choosing your parents, not choosing
a book from the New York Times Business
– TBG
Books best-seller list.
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READ THIS
Get Me a Quote on That

Nature’s first green is gold,
Her hardest hue to hold.
Her early leaf’s a flower;
But only so an hour.
Then leaf subsides to leaf.
So Eden sank to grief,
So dawn goes down to day.
Nothing gold can stay.
Robert Frost, “Nothing Gold Can Stay”
Rich men, trust not in wealth,
Gold cannot buy you health;
Physic himself must fade.
All things to end are made...
Thomas Nashe, “A Litany in Time of Plague”

Like one, that on a lonesome road
Doth walk in fear and dread
And, having once turned
round, walks on
And turns no more his head
Because he knows a frightful fiend
Doth close behind him tread.
Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
“The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner”

...for the world, which seems
To lie before us like a land of dreams,
So various, so beautiful, so new,
Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light,
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Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;
And we are here as on a darkling plain
Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight,
Where ignorant armies clash by night.
Matthew Arnold, “Dover Beach”
Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed,
and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity...
William Butler Yeats, “The Second Coming”
They fuck you up, your mum and dad.
They may not mean to, but they do.
They fill you with the faults they had
And add some extra, just for you.
But they were fucked up in their turn
By fools in old-style hats and coats,
Who half the time were soppy-stern
And half at one another’s throats.
Man hands on misery to man.
It deepens like a coastal shelf.
Get out as early as you can,
And don’t have any kids yourself.
Philip Larkin, “This Be the Verse”
More light!
Goethe’s last words

"

LITERARY INSIGHT
from PRESENT & PAST
WHAT WE’RE READING

Scientists captured a picture of a black hole
for the first time last month... But in order to
see it, they had to use some old-fashioned
approaches (think hard drives and FedEx).
The Hidden Shipping and Handling Behind
That Black-Hole Picture The Atlantic
An interview with a courtroom artist who
has attended and illustrated some of New
York’s City’s most high-profile trials of the
past 45 years.
Murder, She Drew Topic

"

You can’t please all people all of the time,
but we are living in a food culture that has
taken a dramatic shift towards the personal...
With access to new cuisines – not to
mention food-delivery apps – consumers
have become both specific and bold in their
food requests.
For Your Mouth Only: Welcome to the Era of
Personalized Food 1843

What’s behind the obsession of capturing
extreme risk-taking that’s causing people
to die?
Selfie Deaths Are an Epidemic
Outside

A masked figure looms over your recumbent
body, wielding power tools and sharp metal
instruments, doing things to your mouth
you cannot see, asking you questions you
cannot properly answer, and judging you all
the while.
The Truth About Dentistry The Atlantic
The sheer amount of time Americans spend
at work, and the relationships they form
there, stamp their identities, and leaving
that routine can be a profound shock. This
is a series of interviews about being fired,
retired, aged out, and laid off.
Exit Interview The Guardian

In 2019, there’s no denying that the flashy
guitar-breakout moment, one of the most
prominent and primal components of rock &
roll, is an increasingly endangered species.
Unplugged: Is the Guitar Solo Finished?
Rolling Stone
Obesity has always been with us, but it’s
never been so common. Why hasn’t a cure
been discovered?
Why Are We Still So Fat?
The New York Times
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Bryan Beach is a former “Big Four” auditor
and a CPA who holds bachelor’s
and master’s degrees in Business
and Accounting. He spent six
years in public accounting, and
then a number of years as a
controller and director of publicly held
software companies. Today, he is the editor
and analyst of an advisory service focused
on small-cap value investing.

Bill Bonner is the underground news mogul
and founder of The Agora
publishing company. He’s written
the New York Times bestselling
book Empire of Debt and most
recently published Hormegeddon:
How Too Much Of A Good Thing Leads To
Disaster. He is one of the great writers and
minds in America today and also publishes
a free daily letter, Bill Bonner’s Diary, which
you can sign up for here:
bonnerandpartners.com.

Dan Ferris is the editor of Extreme Value, a
monthly investment advisory that
focuses on some of the safest
and yet most profitable stocks
in the market: great businesses
trading at steep discounts. His
work has been covered extensively
in Barron’s and other respected news
outlets.
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American Consequences is edited by
P.J. O’Rourke, author of 19 books
including Eat The Rich and How
the Hell Did This Happen: The
Election of 2016. P.J. cut his teeth
as an editor-in-chief of the
National Lampoon and a foreign affairs
correspondent for Rolling Stone. He’s
since written for The Weekly Standard… The
Atlantic… and many other magazines. P.J. is
the H. L. Mencken fellow at the Cato
Institute, a member of the editorial board
of World Affairs and a regular panelist on
NPR’s Wait… Wait… Don’t Tell Me. He lives
with his family in rural New England, as far
away from the things he writes about as
he can get.

Whitney Tilson is the founder of Empire
Financial Research and edits its
flagship newsletter, the Empire
Investment Report. Prior to that,
he worked at the Boston
Consulting Group and later
founded and ran the Kase Capital
Management hedge fund, which he grew
from $1 million to nearly $200 million.
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